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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document contains detailed technical explanation of typical implementation details of 
STCA with emphasis on parameterisation and performance optimisation. Optimisation 
concepts are also covered in detail. Specifically, the report contains a number of technical 
chapters: 

• A description of a generic or reference STCA system. 

• Guidance to appropriate parameter values for the reference STCA system. 

• A detailed description of optimisation concepts and optimisation procedure.  

• Guidelines for recording STCA data.  

• A description of test scenarios that could be used to validate, certify or inspect an 
STCA system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose of this Document 

STCA is a ground-based safety net intended to assist the controller in 
preventing collision between aircraft by generating, in a timely manner, an 
alert of a potential or actual infringement of separation minima. 

The European Convergence and Implementation Plan (ECIP) contains an 
Objective (ATC02.2) for ECAC-wide standardisation of STCA in 
accordance with the EUROCONTROL Specification for Short Term Conflict 
Alert. 

The EUROCONTROL Specification for Short Term Conflict Alert contains 
specific requirements, many of which must be addressed at an 
organisational or managerial level and others, more system capability 
related, which need to be addressed with significant input from technical 
staff. 

This document contains practical technical guidance material on Short 
Term Conflict Alert (STCA), for use by engineers and other technical staff 
to help them meet the more technical requirements in the 
EUROCONTROL Specification for Short Term Conflict Alert. 

1.2 Structure of this Document 

Chapter 2 describes a reference STCA system in technical detail. This 
chapter allows the reader to understand how STCA systems work and to 
compare various options for STCA. The chapter specifies the inputs to the 
STCA system, describes the common algorithms used to detect conflicts 
and defines the STCA parameters. Some additional features are described 
which are present in only some existing STCA systems.  

In chapter 3, guidance is provided in setting appropriate values for the 
parameters defined in the reference STCA system. Even without using a 
full parameter optimisation process, the effect of some of the parameters in 
STCA can be foreseen. The risks of using certain “poor” parameter values 
are highlighted, allowing the user to make a better choice of parameter 
values. 

The principles of parameter optimisation are described in chapter 4 and 5. 
The optimisation concepts are described in chapter 4  and the optimisation 
procedure is described in chapter 5. 

Chapter 6 describes the data that should be recorded in order to do 
adequate testing of the STCA system. 

Chapter 7 comprises a description of test scenarios that could be used to 
test, validate, certify or inspect an STCA system. Furthermore, these 
scenarios also serve to demonstrate the variety of types of situation for 
which STCA is expected to perform. Some of the test scenario descriptions 
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usefully show the effect of certain parameter values in the context of typical 
mid-air situations. 
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2. THE REFERENCE STCA SYSTEM 

2.1 STCA in the ATM System Environment 

The inputs to and outputs from the reference STCA system are best 
understood in the STCA context diagram, shown in Figure 2-1 below: 
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Figure 2-1: STCA Context Diagram 

As illustrated in Fig. 2-1, the reference STCA system obtains information 
from Surveillance Data Processing and Environment Data Processing. As 
an option, the reference STCA system can additionally make use of data 
from Flight Data Processing. 

Surveillance track data including tracked mode C is used to predict 
hazardous situations. Tracked pressure altitude data (via mode C or mode 
S) is used to make a prediction in the vertical dimension. 

Environment data and parameters are used to configure STCA for distinct 
volumes of airspace. 

Flight data is used to provide additional information, such as: 

• Type/category of flight: to determine the eligibility for alert generation 

• RVSM status: to apply appropriate parameters in RVSM airspace 

• Concerned sector(s): to address alerts 

• Cleared/Block Flight Levels: to increase the relevance of conflict 
prediction 

• Type of aircraft/wake turbulence category 

• Number of aircraft: to apply appropriate parameters for formation flights 
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• Manually entered Flight Levels: to compensate for missing Mode C 
data  

Alerts should be generated at least at Controller Working Position(s) of the 
control sector(s) working the aircraft. Status information regarding the 
technical availability of STCA is to be provided to all Working Positions. 
Selectable options of STCA related to eligibility, configuration and technical 
availability may be available at Controller and Supervisor Working 
Positions. 

All pertinent data for offline analysis of STCA should be recorded. More 
information on recording requirements for STCA is given in chapter 6. 

2.2 Inputs to STCA 

2.2.1 System Tracks from Surveillance Data Processing (SDP) 

For the reference STCA system, it is assumed that, at a minimum, the 
system tracks from SDP contain some information to identify the track (e.g. 
a unique system track number) and an estimate of the current position and 
velocity of the aircraft. That is, the 3D state vector (X, Y, Z, VX, VY, VZ), 
measured in the system plane.  

The 3D state vector is the fundamental information used to predict the 
aircraft’s future position. Note that for STCA prediction purposes the height 
value used is barometric (i.e. derived from the pressure altitude) and is 
usually smoothed using a tracker. 

Other data, such as system track ages or accuracy estimates, may be 
present in the system and these data items may be used by STCA to 
assess the quality of the tracks. Tracks of insufficient quality may be 
rejected by STCA. 

Although it is very rare for STCA to process aircraft without mode C, the 
feature is present in some systems. A variety of ways that STCA can 
process aircraft tracks without mode C is described in section 2.5. 

Depending on the capabilities of the surveillance data processing, system 
tracks may contain an indication of the direction of turn of the aircraft, or 
even the turn rate. As part of option H (see later section), this information 
can be used in STCA to predict around the turn. 

2.2.2 Environment data 

Environment data comprises STCA regions, STCA parameters and QNH 
data.  

The regions are defined as polygons with upper and lower height limits. 
They allow the selection of different sets of STCA parameters depending 
on the aircraft’s location in the airspace.  
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STCA parameters control the criteria for detection of conflicts in each 
STCA region. In an STCA implementation, they should be optimised for 
each region of airspace to which they will be applied. 

The QNH is used to convert the mode C height into a true altitude below 
the transition level, for the purposes of determining the applicable region 
for STCA. Note, however, that for conflict detection, the height is the 
barometric flight level derived from Mode C, and is not QNH corrected. 

2.2.3 Additional Flight Information 

It is assumed that the reference STCA system is capable of using certain 
additional flight information. 

Most essentially, the STCA system must recognise which tracks belong to 
aircraft under the responsibility of the control centre. Normally, if at least 
one of the tracks in a potentially conflicting pair is under ATC, then STCA 
processing will be performed.   

Determination of whether an aircraft is under ATC or not, may be done in a 
variety of ways. In some STCA systems, the system track is correlated with 
a flight plan in a flight plan database. In other systems, the mode A code of 
the track is used to look up a list of “controlled” codes. (i.e. those mode A 
codes normally assigned to aircraft under control of the ATC centre). One 
possible advantage of a mode A code look-up list is that it makes the 
STCA system more independent of the rest of the ATC system. However, 
the list of “controlled” codes would need to be kept up to date with the 
operational mode A code allocations.  

Some STCA systems also allow the controller to exclude individual aircraft 
from STCA processing based on either the mode A code or the aircraft call 
sign. 

Additional flight information presented to STCA may now include the 
RVSM status of the aircraft. Indeed, with the introduction of RVSM 
operations in airspace above FL290, the RVSM status of the aircraft has 
become an essential input for most STCA systems. 

As part of option E and F (see later sections), cleared flight levels (CFL) 
and/or block flight levels (BFL), as input by the controller, are presented to 
the STCA system. The STCA system uses the CFL or the BFL to improve 
its vertical prediction. As will be seen later, this can have a significant 
impact on the alert rate and the parameter values selected during 
parameter optimisation. 

2.3 Minimum Surveillance Requirements for STCA 

STCA relies on being provided with accurate and reliable surveillance track 
information. The EUROCONTROL Standard Document for Radar 
Surveillance in En-route Airspace and Major Terminal Areas 
(SUR.ET1.ST01.1000-STD-01-01, Edition 1.0 of March 1997) constitutes 
the EUROCONTROL Standard concerning the requirements for radar 
surveillance for application in the provision of Air Traffic Services. This 
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Standard is considered to comprise the minimum surveillance 
requirements for STCA. 

Note that this document assumes conformance with the above standard. If 
the surveillance system falls short of this standard then the guidelines in 
this document may not be fully applicable.   

2.4 System Tracks Eligible for STCA 

For a pair of tracks to be eligible for STCA processing, both tracks must: 

• Be located within defined STCA regions 

• Have a tracked mode C flight level (from SDP), but see section 2.5 
below.  

• Have sufficient track quality 

In addition, at least one of the aircraft in the pair must be under the 
responsibility of the ATC centre, as described in section 2.2.3. 

2.5 Processing System Tracks without Mode C 

Some STCA systems have the option to process aircraft that have no 
mode C. If an aircraft has no mode C, and if no assumption is made about 
the aircraft’s height, it could conflict with another aircraft at any altitude, 
producing a very large number of unwanted alerts. 

There are at least two recognised methods for processing aircraft that do 
not have mode C.  

The first method is to allow the controller to manually input a flight level for 
aircraft without mode C. Tracks with a manually input flight level would be 
processed by STCA in the normal way. 

The other approach is to make some assumption about the aircraft’s 
height. This is usually only safe to do if the track characteristics such as 
the speed and SSR code clearly indicate that this is a low flying aircraft. 
For example, some mode A codes might only be assigned to VFR flights. 
STCA then processes the aircraft and assumes that the aircraft could be 
anywhere within a pre-defined low-level height band for that SSR code. 

2.6 STCA Regions 

The regions are defined as polygons with upper and lower height limits. 

In its definition, each STCA region is associated with a particular 
parameter group. This allows the selection of different sets of STCA 
parameters depending on the aircraft’s location in the airspace. Note that 
several regions may be associated with the same parameter group. For 
example several stack regions could be assigned the same parameter 
group number. 
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The purpose of parameter groups is to allow STCA to be optimised for the 
type of aircraft behaviour in the various types of airspace. e.g. 

• En route airspace 

• Terminal areas 

• Approach sequencing 

• Departure regions 

• Stacks 

In addition, exclusion regions may be defined where no conflict tests are 
done, for example to cover airspace where VFR operations are common. 

The 3D position of each track is used to determine which STCA region it 
belongs to. The precise details of the calculations for determining the 
STCA region are not significant for the reference STCA system. However, 
in many situations the two aircraft will be in different regions. Therefore 
some method will exist to determine the appropriate parameter group. In 
the reference STCA system it is assumed that some order of priority can 
be assigned to each parameter group, to allow one parameter group to be 
selected when the aircraft are in different STCA regions. 

Some STCA systems allow for the selection of a completely different 
parameter group, for STCA region combinations (e.g. a parameter group 
for departure aircraft vs. stacks). 

Also, in some STCA systems, the system supervisor may activate and 
deactivate certain regions. For example, it may be useful to be able to 
activate and deactivate approach and departure regions when the 
operating direction of the runways is changed (e.g. from easterly approach 
to westerly approach), or to activate stacks or Temporary Reserved Area 
(TRA) regions when they are in use. 

If the aircraft flies below the transition level, it is appropriate to use the true 
(or QNH corrected) altitude when determining the STCA region. 
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2.7 STCA Parameters 

In the description of the reference STCA system, the parameters are 
defined in the each section, as they occur. They are shown in the text as 
bold type with no spaces. E.g. LowerSeparationFlightLevel 

Where a parameter is part of a parameter group (i.e. the value is selected 
according to the region of airspace), the specific parameter for group n, will 
be shown in the text as LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] . 

As a convenient reference, all the parameters in the reference STCA 
system are listed below. Note that it is not necessary to memorise all the 
parameters here, since they will be described in detail in later sections: 

 

Name Description Units  
 
LowerSeparationFlightLevel ATC vertical sep rule boundary (lower) feet 
UpperSeparationFlightLevel ATC vertical sep rule boundary (upper) feet 
 
CoarseFilterPredictionTime Coarse filter prediction (or look ahead) time seconds 
CoarseFilterLateralSeparation Coarse filter lateral separation threshold NM 
CoarseFilterVerticalSeparation[vsep] Coarse filter vertical separation threshold feet 
 
LateralFastDivergingVelocity[n] Lateral Fast Diverging Velocity Threshold knots 
LateralFastDivergingSeparation[n] Lateral Fast Diverging Minimum Separation NM 
VerticalFastDivergingVelocity[n] Vertical Fast Diverging Velocity Threshold ft./min 
VerticalFastDivergingSeparation[n,vsep] Vertical Fast Diverging Minimum Separation feet 
 
LinearPredictionTime[n] Linear Prediction filter prediction time seconds 
LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] Linear Prediction filter lateral separation NM 
LinearPredictionLateralSeparationDiverging[n] Linear Prediction filter lat. Sep. – diverging NM 
LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n,vsep] Linear Prediction filter vertical separation feet 
 
LinearPredictionLateralUncertianty[n] Linear Prediction filter heading uncertainty degrees 
LinearPredictionVerticalUncertainty[n] Linear Prediction vertical rate uncertainty percent 
 
UseCFLFlag[n] Flag to indicate use of Cleared Flight Level boolean 
UseBFLFlag[n] Flag to indicate use of Block Flight Levels boolean 
 
CurrentProximityLateralSeparation[n] Current Proximity filter lateral separation NM 
CurrentProximityVerticalSeparation[n,vsep] Current Proximity filter vertical separation feet 
 
TurningPredictionTime[n] Turning Proximity filter prediction time seconds 
TurningPredictionLateralSeparation[n] Turning Proximity filter lateral separation NM 
 
LinearPredictionImminentTime[n] Linear Prediction filter imminent time seconds 
LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] Linear Prediction filter conflict count integer 
LinearPredictionCycleCount[n] Linear Prediction filter cycle count integer 
LinearPredictionWarningTime[n] Linear Prediction filter warning time seconds 
SingleLevelOffReactionTime[n] Reaction time for single vertical level off test seconds 
LevelOffVerticalSeparation[n,vsep] Vertical level off test min. separation feet 
DoubleLevelOffReactionTime[n] Reaction time for double vertical level off test seconds 
StandardTurnReactionTime[n] Reaction time for standard turn test seconds 
StandardTurnLateralSeparation[n] Standard turn test, minimum separation NM 
 
CurrentProximityConflictCount[n] Current Proximity filter conflict count integer 
CurrentProximityCycleCount[n] Current Proximity filter cycle count integer 
CurrentProximitySafeLateralSeparation[n] Current Proximity safe crossing lateral separation NM 
 
TurningPredictionImminentTime[n] Turning Prediction Filter imminent time seconds 
TurningPredictionConflictCount[n]  Turning Prediction Filter conflict count integer 
TurningPredictionCycleCount[n]  Turning Prediction Filter cycle count  integer 
TurningPredictionWarningTime[n]  Turning Prediction Filter warning time seconds 
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2.8 Summary of options for STCA 

In this document, in order for the common and less common features of 
STCA to be distinguished, the algorithms that are common to all STCA 
systems are described in standard (non-italic) text, and the additional or 
optional features are described in italic text. 

The table below summarises the various optional features in the reference 
STCA system. 

 
Option Description Effects on STCA Performance  
A Split Track Alert 

Suppression 
Suppresses alerts from split tracks and 
other such deficiencies in the SDP system 

B Military Formation Alert 
Suppression 

Suppresses alerts from military formations 

C Fast Diverging Conditions 
to suppress Fine Filters 

Switches off alert soon after aircraft are 
diverging 

D Use of uncertainty in 
conflict prediction 

Takes account of uncertainty of future 
aircraft position. Can give extra warning 
time, as well as adding to the nuisance 
alert rate. 

E Cleared Flight Level used 
for Vertical Prediction in 
Linear Prediction Filter 

Reduces nuisance alerts, particularly for 
level off situations. Can give extra warning 
time, but reduces warning time in the 
event of level bust. 

F Block Flight Levels used 
for Vertical Prediction in 
Linear Prediction Filter 

Reduces nuisance alerts, particularly for 
level off situations. Can give extra warning 
time, but reduces warning time in the 
event of level bust. 

G Current Proximity Filter 
and Alert Confirmation 

Can provide extra warning time for close 
proximity tracks 

H Turning Prediction Filter 
and Alert Confirmation 

Can provide extra warning time for turning 
tracks – requires stable turn information. 

I Time for Standard 
Manoeuvre Test (vert. + 
lat.) 

Allows fine tuning of the timing of alerts 
and the nuisance alert rate 

J Safe Crossing Test in 
Current Proximity Alert 
Confirmation 

Suppresses some unwanted alerts in 
relatively safe crossing situations 

 
Table 2-1 Summary of STCA Optional Features 

All of these optional features are described in detail later, in the relevant 
parts of the reference STCA system description.  
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2.9 STCA under RVSM rules 

The separation level is defined as the height boundary between the 1000ft 
and 2000ft applied vertical ATC separation, for non-RVSM approved 
aircraft. This boundary is defined by a parameter 
LowerSeparationFlightLevel. The value obviously depends on local 
operational ATC procedures, but typically is at or around FL290. 

Further, with the introduction of RVSM rules, the allowable separation 
between aircraft in RVSM airspace will be either 1000ft or 2000ft, 
depending upon the RVSM status of the pair of aircraft involved. Again, the 
height band of the RVSM airspace is dependent upon local procedures, 
but is typically between FL290 and FL410. The upper boundary of the 
RVSM airspace is given by the parameter UpperSeparationFlightLevel.  

Consequently, some of the vertical STCA parameters will be required to 
take appropriate values depending upon the vertical ATC separation rules 
that are applied. At its simplest, the requirement for these parameters will 
be to take two values, one for situations where the 1000ft separation 
standard is applied, and one for the 2000ft separation standard.  

Parameters that are able to take two values, depending on the appropriate 
vertical ATC separation standard, are indicated as follows: 

 ParameterName[vsep] 

Where ParameterName[1000] is the value for the 1000ft separation 
standard and ParameterName[2000] is the value for the 2000ft separation 
standard 

For such parameters, the criteria for selecting either the appropriate 
(1000ft or 2000ft) parameter value are defined below as follows: 

The parameter value to be applied is given by ParameterName[2000] if: 

• both aircraft are above UpperSeparationFlightLevel, 

• or both aircraft are above LowerSeparationFlightLevel and in non-
RVSM airspace, 

• or both aircraft are above LowerSeparationFlightLevel and either of 
the aircraft is not RVSM capable, 

Otherwise the parameter value to be applied is given by 
ParameterName[1000]. 

If the RVSM capability of an aircraft is unknown (e.g. when no flight plan is 
available), the aircraft is typically assumed to be not RVSM capable. 
However, this may cause problems close to airspace under the control of a 
different unit, and a compromise in the vertical parameters in this region 
may be necessary in order to prevent an excessive number of nuisance 
alerts.  
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A diagram presenting the different possible situations in RVSM airspace is 
shown in figure 2-2, below, for clarification: 

 

 

 
 
 
 

LowerSeparationLevel

UpperSeparationLevel
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
     2000 ft ATC separation 
    ParameterName[2000] 

     Non RVSM capable aircraft 

     Any aircraft 

1000ft ATC separation  
ParameterName[1000] applies 

     RVSM capable aircraft 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2-2 Applied vertical separation for aircraft in RVSM airspace 
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2.10 STCA Processing Stages 
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Figure 2-3 STCA Processing Stages 
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STCA processing consists of three main stages (as shown in Figure 2-3, 
above). These are: 

• Coarse Filter 

• Fine Filter(s) 

• Alert Confirmation 

2.11 The STCA Cycle 

The STCA processing occurs periodically. This may be a regular cycle time 
(e.g. 4 seconds) driven by system track updates, or driven by a surveillance 
update of the system track. On each STCA cycle the available system tracks 
are introduced to the coarse filter, all the processing stages in STCA are 
executed, and any alerts are output to the ATC display system. 

2.12 The Coarse Filter 

The purpose of the coarse filter is to find pairs of system tracks that are of 
potential concern and that require further processing by the subsequent 
stages. Pairs of system tracks that could not come into conflict are eliminated 
at this stage, and hence much unnecessary processing is avoided (saving 
CPU load). An efficient coarse filter was particularly critical in the past, when 
computers were less powerful, and processing load had to be reduced to a 
minimum. Nowadays, an efficient coarse filter is still useful, especially if the 
fine filters are particularly processor intensive. 

The determination of the region for each aircraft is a CPU intensive process. In 
order to save CPU in the reference STCA system, the coarse filter is executed 
as a region independent process before any region calculation is done. 
(Regions are then only determined for aircraft that have passed the coarse 
filter, using the defined polygons).  

Note that some STCA systems run the region calculation first then have a 
region dependent coarse filter. This scheme is valid, and makes particular 
sense if the region computation is highly efficient and significantly different 
coarse filter parameters will be applied to different parts of the airspace. 

The exact calculations done in the coarse filter differ from one STCA system 
to the next. However, the general principles are the same in most systems. 

The coarse filter takes the current system track vectors and calculates 
whether the aircraft could potentially come into conflict within a certain 
prediction time. For a track pair to pass the coarse filter, a potential conflict 
must be detected in both the lateral and the vertical dimensions, although the 
lateral and vertical conflicts do not necessarily have to occur at the same time. 
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The reference STCA system contains a coarse filter, which uses the general 
principles outlined above. The prediction time in the coarse filter is defined by 
the parameter CoarseFilterPredictionTime. 

If, within this time limit, both the following criteria are met then the track pair 
passes the coarse filter and is subject to further processing in the fine filters. 

1. There is a predicted infringement of lateral separation 
CoarseFilterLateralSeparation. 

2. There is a predicted infringement of vertical separation 
CoarseFilterVerticalSeparation[vsep]. 

CoarseFilterVerticalSeparation[vsep] is a parameter that is dependent upon 
the vertical ATC separation standard applied. 

2.13 Handling Deficiencies in the SDP (Option A) 

Some SDP systems suffer from deficiencies such as split tracks (two system 
tracks generated from one aircraft), usually due to radar biases, or garbled 
mode A codes. In STCA systems where military aircraft are of concern, split 
tracks can be prevalent when aircraft are flying in formation. (A split track is 
caused because the tracker fails to associate all the surveillance plots to 
existing tracks – the left-over plots forming a new system track). 

Under option A, the STCA system is able to suppress alerts from split tracks 
by recognising certain features of the pair: Features that suggest a split track 
are: 

• One track in a pair is created in very close proximity (of the order of 1 NM) 
to another track 

• Both tracks have the same or a very similar mode A code. (In the case of 
split tracks caused by military formations, the mode A code of the split 
track could resemble either the leader or the wingman). 

• One of the tracks in the pair is not well established. (A track creation flag, 
or track quality measures may indicate that it is not well established). 

2.14 Handling Military Formations (Option B). 

In military ATC centres, military aircraft may be subject to full STCA 
processing. In these cases, STCA can suffer from continuous nuisance alerts 
when military aircraft come into formation.  

Under option B, the STCA system identifies and suppresses military formation 
pairs by virtue of their features: 
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• The wingman (usually not transponding) is not significantly ahead of the 
leader 

• The mode A codes of the pair suggest a military formation 

• The aircraft are in close proximity 

• The aircraft have a similar heading 

• The aircraft have a similar speed 

• The aircraft have a similar height 

2.15 Fast Diverging Conditions 

Under option C, fast diverging conditions are tested, which have the useful 
effect of switching off the alert soon after the aircraft are diverging and the risk 
of conflict has disappeared. If the aircraft are diverging at a sufficiently high 
rate and are separated by a sufficient distance then it is assumed that there is 
no danger of conflict. Under this option, both the lateral and vertical conditions 
are considered. 

The lateral fast diverging conditions are fulfilled if: 

 Lateral Diverging velocity >= LateralFastDivergingVelocity[n] 

and 

 Current lateral separation >= LateralFastDivergingSeparation[n] 

where the diverging velocity and current lateral separation are calculated from 
the state vectors of the track pair. 

The vertical fast diverging conditions are fulfilled if: 

Vertical Diverging Velocity >= VerticalFastDivergingVelocity[n] 

and 

 Current vertical separation >= VerticalFastDivergingSeparation[n,vsep] 

where the vertical diverging velocity and current vertical separation are 
calculated from the state vectors of the track pair. 

If the lateral fast diverging conditions apply then the pair will not be processed 
by the linear prediction filter or the current proximity filter, and a “no conflict” 
result will be assumed from these filters for this cycle. However, the pair will 
still be processed by the turning prediction filter. 
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If the vertical fast diverging conditions apply then the pair will not be 
processed by any of the fine filters, and “no conflict” results will be assumed 
from all the filters for this cycle. 

2.16 The Linear Prediction Filter 

2.16.1 Objective 

The purpose of the linear prediction filter is to determine whether the track pair 
will simultaneously violate certain lateral and vertical separation criteria within 
a given look ahead time. The prediction is made by a linear (straight-line) 
extrapolation of each aircraft’s 3D track vector. 

There a number of ways in which a linear prediction filter may be 
implemented, and furthermore, there are a number of optional features that 
may be included that significantly affect the performance of the filter. 

The various implementation options are briefly described in the next 
subsection. 

2.16.2 Optional Methods for Performing a Linear Prediction 

2.16.2.1 Arithmetic and Step-Wise Prediction 

In STCA, there are generally two approaches to detecting whether an aircraft 
will be in conflict, both of which have potential advantages and disadvantages. 

The first and most common approach is arithmetic; that is, solving the 
equations of the aircraft paths to compute the start and end time of violation. 
This is the method adopted by the reference STCA and described in detail in 
this document. 

The second approach is to make a step-wise prediction of each aircraft’s 
future position. The position is extrapolated forwards in time with a step time of 
a few seconds. On each step the lateral and vertical proximity of the aircraft 
pair is tested against the separation parameters. 

One appropriate solution is to adopt an arithmetic method in the vertical 
dimension and a step-wise method in the lateral dimension.   

If using the step-wise approach, the value of the step time must be considered 
carefully. The method requires the step-time to be short enough that a 
genuine conflict is not missed. When considering what step time to use, the 
relative speed of aircraft should be considered in relation to the separation 
parameters, if appropriate in both lateral and vertical dimensions. 

For example, consider that two aircraft could converge at 1200knots, in an 
airspace where the lateral separation parameter is 5NM. The step time 
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required in order to guarantee detection of a conflict where both aircraft are 
converging on the same point in space is: 

   5NM / (1/3 NM/s)   = 15 seconds 

However, this time is too large to guarantee detection of a conflict where the 
aircraft are not heading towards the same point in space, and therefore the 
step-time must be somewhat less than 15 seconds. 

In the vertical dimension, the separation parameter may be perhaps 800ft. 
Aircraft (particularly military) are capable of extremely high vertical rates. 
Hence, if a step wise calculation is done in the vertical dimension, the step-
time must be considerably shorter than that in the lateral dimension. 

2.16.2.2 Adding in Some Uncertainty 

There a various ways in which uncertainty may be included in the prediction.  

In the arithmetic approach, this is most commonly done with tolerances added 
to the vertical rate, for example, the current aircraft vertical rate plus and 
minus ten percent. In the lateral dimension, uncertainty may be included by 
adding heading or speed tolerances or by applying different parameter values 
at different points in the prediction. Note that applying different parameters 
values at different points using the arithmetic approach is not a trivial 
calculation. 

In the step-wise approach, adding uncertainty is achieved simply by increasing 
the lateral separation parameter value slightly on each step, to model the 
increasing uncertainty in the future aircraft position. 

2.16.2.3 Use of Cleared Flight Levels (CFL) or Block Flight Levels (BFL) 

Under option E, the cleared flight level (CFL) is available to the STCA system. 
This is used to modify the vertical prediction accordingly. The use of CFL is 
described in detail in 2.16.6. 

Under option F block flight levels (BFL) are also available to the STCA system. 
Block flight levels are sometimes used in military airspace to define the upper 
and lower height limits within which an aircraft has been cleared to fly (often in 
order to perform military manoeuvres). Essentially, block flight levels work in 
the same way as two separate cleared flight levels for a track. If an aircraft is 
between the upper block flight level and the lower block flight level, the upper 
block flight level is only relevant to STCA when the aircraft is climbing, and the 
lower block flight level is only relevant to STCA when the aircraft is 
descending. 

2.16.3 Overview of Processing in the Linear Prediction Filter 

The lateral and vertical separation criteria that are applied are given by: 
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LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n]         

and 

 LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n,vsep]  

The look ahead time for the prediction is given by LinearPredictionTime[n]. 

2.16.4 Lateral Prediction 

Firstly, it is determined whether the aircraft will come within the lateral 
separation criterion, LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] within the time 
limit LinearPredictionTime[n].  

If the aircraft are predicted not to infringe this threshold, then the filter rejects 
the pair, and no conflict is declared. 

Otherwise, the time of lateral violation start (TLS) and the time of lateral 
violation end (TLE) are calculated based upon the same straight course 
assumption, where current time is defined as zero. 

The lateral situation is shown in plan view in figure 2-4, below: 
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Figure 2-4 Lateral Prediction in the Linear Prediction Filter 
 

Different separation may be applied to tracks after they are predicted to be 
laterally diverging, to reflect the reduced risk of conflict for these tracks. In this 
case, the parameter LinearPredictionLateralSeparationDiverging[n] is 
used to calculate TLE after the point where the tracks are diverging.  
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If the tracks are laterally diverging at the current time, then TLS and TLE are 
calculated using LinearPredictionLateralSeparationDiverging[n]. 

2.16.5 Vertical Prediction 

In the vertical dimension, calculations are made to determine whether the 
aircraft will come within the vertical separation criterion, 
LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n,vsep] within the time limit 
LinearPredictionTime[n]. 

If the aircraft are currently diverging and outside the vertical separation 
criterion, or if the aircraft will not infringe the criterion within the prediction time 
then the filter rejects the track pair and no conflict is declared 

Otherwise, the time of vertical violation start (TVS) and the time of vertical 
violation end (TVE) are calculated based upon the straight course assumption. 

The vertical situation is shown in figure 2-5 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-5 Vertical Prediction in the Linear Prediction Filter 
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2.16.6 Vertical Prediction with use of the CFL 

Under option E, the CFL is available to and used by the STCA system. 

The use of CFL is region dependent and is selected for use in each region 
type by the parameter UseCFLFlag[n]. 

When the CFL is used, it is taken account of in the calculation of the start and 
end times of vertical violation, TVS and TVE. Figure 2-6 below shows what 
happens in a typical situation to the vertical violation times when a CFL is 
introduced. 
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Figure 2-6 Vertical Prediction using the Cleared Flight Level  

 

Note that, in this particular case, the effect of the CFL is to extend the time of 
the end of the vertical violation, TVE. However, in other situations the time of 
start of vertical violation may be affected. For example, if the level off was 
predicted to be slightly earlier, then the CFL would also delay the onset of the 
vertical violation, TVS. Also note that, if both aircraft were cleared to the same 
flight level then the vertical violation end time would be limited only by the 
prediction time, LinearPredictionTime[n]. 
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In practice, the use of the CFL can result in an earlier alert being declared, if, 
as in this case, the CFL indicates a vertical risk extending into the longer term, 
and furthermore there is a lateral violation predicted in the longer term. 

However, in many cases, especially where both aircraft are predicted to be 
levelling off at separate ATC flight levels, the CFL (for one or both aircraft) can 
be very effective at suppressing nuisance alerts. See the figure 2-7, below. 
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Figure 2-7 Vertical Prediction using the Cleared Flight Level suppresses a Nuisance Alert 
 
 

2.16.7 Vertical Prediction with the use of Block Flight Levels (BFL) 

When block flight levels are used, there will be two of them provided (an upper 
and lower block flight level), but only one of them is truly relevant to STCA at 
any moment in time. For example, assuming the aircraft is within the two block 
flight levels, the upper BFL only is relevant when the aircraft is climbing and 
the lower BFL only is relevant when the aircraft is descending. 

In every other sense the use of BFL is identical to the use of CFL. 

2.16.8 Lateral and Vertical Violation Overlap 

Having calculated the lateral and vertical violation intervals (TLS, TLE, TVS 
and TVE), further calculations are done to see if the two intervals overlap. If 
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the two intervals overlap then the time of violation (TOV) is calculated. The 
time of violation is the time of the start of the overlap. See figure 2-8, below: 
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Figure 2-8 Calculation of Violation Overlap and TOV  

 

In the example above, TOV is set to the start of the vertical violation interval, 
TVS. However, if the vertical violation occurred first TOV would be set to TLS. 
Of course, it is also possible that there may be no overlap at all. 

In the case of no violation interval overlap, the filter declares a “conflict miss” 
result. If there is an overlap, the TOV is calculated as indicated and the filter 
declares a “conflict hit”. However, the alert confirmation stage still has to run, 
so it does not necessarily follow that an alert message will be generated by 
STCA. 

2.17 The Current Proximity Filter (Option G) 

There are some situations where the linear prediction filter does not perform 
as well as desired. For example the linear prediction filter may be slow to 
provide an alert when aircraft are relatively close but closing very slowly. 
Therefore, the current proximity filter provides another means for detecting 
conflicts.  

The filter detects STCA conflicts by comparing the current lateral and vertical 
separation of the aircraft, L and dZ to the current proximity parameters, 
CurrentProximityLateralSeparation[n] and 
CurrentProximityVerticalSeparation[n,vsep]. That is, 

  If L < CurrentProximityLateralSeparation[n]   

and  dZ < CurrentProximityVerticalSeparation[n,vsep] 
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then a conflict hit is declared from the filter. Otherwise a conflict miss is 
declared. 

Alternative versions of the current proximity filter can include a short predictive 
element in either the lateral or the vertical dimension, or in both. 

2.18 The Turning Prediction Filter (Option H) 

There are other situations where the linear prediction filter might not provide 
an alert at the earliest opportunity. One example is where one aircraft is 
turning towards another. 

To do the turning prediction, an indication of the turn direction must be 
supplied by the SDP. Ideally, the turn rate will be provided too. If no turn rate 
is provided, then a standard turn rate must be assumed by STCA. It is 
assumed that the turn rate is available in the reference STCA system. 

If one aircraft is turning then the prediction proceeds around the turn, in a 
step-wise fashion, at the turn rate provided, for a time given by 
TurningPredictionTime[n], whilst the other  aircraft is predicted to continue 
over the duration on a straight course. 

However, if both aircraft are turning, then the prediction around the turn is 
done for both aircraft. 

At each step around the predicted trajectory of the aircraft, their lateral 
separation is calculated and is compared to the lateral separation parameter, 
TurningPredictionLateralSeparation[n]. 

To declare a conflict result, the filter must detect simultaneous lateral and 
vertical violations. 

In the reference STCA system, the linear prediction filter is run before the 
turning prediction filter. This means that the vertical violation interval that has 
already been calculated and the variables TVS and TVE are passed to the 
turning prediction filter. 

A conflict hit will be declared by the turning prediction filter if, on a step of the 
prediction: 

• One aircraft (or both) is (are) turning towards the other 

• The separation as a result of the turn (or turns) is less than 
TurningPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 

• The lateral violation occurs within the vertical violation interval 

The step on which the conflict is first detected is sufficient to declare an alert 
from this filter. The time of violation for this filter (TPTOV) is set to the time of 
this step, and will be used later in the alert confirmation stage. 
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2.19 Alert Confirmation 

The alert confirmation stage in STCA has a number of objectives: 

• To test if a conflict is imminent and an alert is required immediately. 

• To suppress an alert that might be caused by spurious track data. 

• To suppress an alert that might be caused by a transitory situation. 

• To test whether an alert is required on this cycle, or should be delayed, 
with the hope that the situation will become resolved before an alert is 
necessary. 

• To continue an alert when there are temporary perturbations in the track 
data.  

2.19.1 Options for Alert Confirmation 

There is some variability in how alert confirmation is implemented in different 
STCA systems. 

The design and tuning of the alert confirmation stage can have the greatest 
effect on STCA performance.  

Although the exact design is not necessarily important, it is nevertheless, 
absolutely essential that the alert confirmation stage meets its overriding 
objective to provide an immediate alert when the situation indicates a serious 
or imminent conflict. 

The alert confirmation stage presented here in this section is a good example 
because the imminent conditions are tested for first, and override less 
important tests. 

If multiple filters are employed under option G or option H, then the 
confirmation of the alert is assessed independently for each filter as shown in 
figure 2-9. 
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Figure 2-9 Alert Confirmation with Multiple Filters 

 

2.19.2 Conflict Results from the Fine Filters 

The conflict result from each of the fine filters is passed to the corresponding 
alert confirmation stage. The conflict result is expressed as either a “conflict 
hit” or a “conflict miss” on the current STCA cycle. 

A conflict hit result from a filter does not necessarily mean that an alert will be 
generated. This is determined by the alert confirmation stage. However, if a 
STCA conflict is been confirmed from any of the individual alert confirmation 
processes, then the alert is issued to the display. 
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2.19.3 Linear Prediction Alert Confirmation 

The processing logic of the linear prediction alert confirmation stage is shown 
below: 
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Figure 2-10 Alert Confirmation Stage for the Linear Prediction Filter 
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2.19.3.1 Test for Imminent Conflict 

If a conflict situation is imminent then it is appropriate to bypass the other 
delay mechanisms and provide an alert on the current cycle. For example, an 
imminent conflict may be caused by a sudden departure from a level, or a 
situation may become imminent around the time of a level bust. 

The test for an imminent conflict is simply based on the time of violation (TOV) 
calculated earlier in the linear prediction filter. 

If TOV is less than a parameter LinearPredictionImminentTime[n], then an 
alert is declared immediately. Otherwise further tests are done to see if it is 
safe to delay the alert. 

2.19.3.2 The Conflict Hit Count Mechanism (M out of N) 

Sometimes tracks can be presented to STCA that are very noisy or are in the 
process of a heading change during a turn. See figure 2-11, below for an 
example of a turning aircraft: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-11 Aircraft are apparently in conflict for one or two cycles. 

 

In such circumstances, aircraft can wrongly appear to be heading towards 
each other for one or two cycles. 

To avoid nuisance alerts, the alert confirmation stage employs an algorithm 
that counts the number of conflict hits that have been detected for the track 
pair over the last few cycles. Furthermore, the mechanism allows continuity of 
the alert if there is an occasional miss in the sequence of conflict hits from the 
filter.  
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In the reference STCA system, it is assumed that the algorithm is 
implemented using a sliding window to store the last few conflict results. The 
algorithm considers the filter results over the last N cycles. If the number of 
conflict hits in the last N cycles reaches a threshold, M, then the conflict count 
test is passed. (It is sometimes referred to as an M out of N test). 

In the linear prediction alert confirmation stage, the thresholds M and N, for 
declaring an alert, are specified by LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] and 
LinearPredictionCycleCount[n], respectively. 

2.19.3.3 Test Against Time of Violation 

If the count of conflict hits is sufficient then the situation is examined further to 
see if an alert is required. 

The test to see if an alert is required is simply based on the time of violation 
(TOV) calculated earlier in the linear prediction filter. 

If TOV is less than a parameter LinearPredictionWarningTime[n], then an 
alert is declared immediately. 

However, under option I, a further test is performed before confirming the 
alert. This test assesses the situation to see if there is time to perform a 
standard vertical or lateral manoeuvre. If the test is passed then the alert will 
be delayed for this conflict cycle. 

2.19.3.4 Time for standard manoeuvre test (Option I) 

The use of warning time parameter LinearPedictionWarningTime[n] carries 
with it the assumption that the amount of time required for the controller(s) and 
pilot(s) to resolve the conflict is the same in all situations. However, this is 
unrealistic. In practice, the time required will depend upon the lateral and 
vertical characteristics of the situation. 

The purpose of the “time for standard manoeuvre” test is to assess whether 
the situation could be resolved by the controller instigating a standard vertical 
level off or lateral manoeuvre. For example, in head-on conflicts, when the 
aircraft are heading straight for one another, it is unlikely that a standard 
turning manoeuvre will resolve the conflict. In this case, STCA should produce 
an alert. However, if the aircraft are converging at a slower rate (for example, 
one aircraft slowly catching up with an aircraft in front, or both aircraft near-
parallel), it is much more likely that a turning manoeuvre could easily be 
instigated that would bring the aircraft out of conflict. In this case, the alert may 
be delayed to see how the situation develops.     

The basic principle of the time for standard manoeuvre test is to model an 
assumed conflict-resolving manoeuvre in reaction to the conflict situation. The 
model assumes that the controller(s) and pilot(s), plus communications 
between them will require a certain amount of time, a reaction time, before the 
aircraft starts to manoeuvre. In the vertical domain, a level off of one or both 
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aircraft is modelled, which may lead to sufficient vertical separation between 
the aircraft. (Note that the situation is only declared safe if the assumed 
vertical manoeuvre leads to both aircraft being level and safely separated. No 
reassessment is made of the vertical violation interval) In the lateral domain, 
lateral turns are modelled, which may provide sufficient lateral separation. If 
either manoeuvre provides sufficient (vertical or lateral) separation then the 
alert will be delayed on this cycle. 

Hence three tests are described below which can delay an alert if there is time 
for a standard manoeuvre. These are: 

• Single Level Off Test 

• Double Level Off Test 

• Standard Lateral Turn Test 

Note that the level off tests (single and double) are particularly suitable if the 
cleared flight level is not used by the STCA system, since they will help to 
reduce the number of nuisance alerts due to level off type situations. 

2.19.3.5 Selection of the appropriate level off test 

The single and double level-off tests are appropriate for different types of 
vertical situation. If one aircraft is climbing and the other is descending, then 
the double level off test must be performed. The single level off test cannot 
resolve this type of conflict, because the aircraft will still be converging after 
the modelled level off. However in all other circumstances (both aircraft 
climbing, both descending, one aircraft level) the single level off test only must 
be used. 

To clarify, if VZ1 and VZ2 are the vertical rates of the two aircraft, then the 
double level off test (and not the single level off test) must be used if: 

     VZ1 x VZ2 < 0 

Otherwise, the single level off test (and not the double level off test) must be 
performed.  

2.19.3.6 Single Level Off Test 

For this test, a reaction time, trv, is assumed before the level off manoeuvre 
occurs. This time is given by the STCA parameter 
SingleLevelOffReactionTime[n]. 

A single level off manoeuvre will be considered if the time of the vertical 
violation calculated in the linear prediction filter (TVS) is later than the required 
reaction time. (There is insufficient time if the vertical violation is already in 
progress before the controller etc. can react to the conflict). 
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A level off manoeuvre is considered for each aircraft in turn. The aircraft 
considered for the manoeuvre must have a non-zero vertical rate and have no 
cleared fight level. 

The single level off manoeuvre is shown in figure 2-12, below: 
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Figure 2-12 The Single Level-Off Manoeuvre 
 

In the figure, the vertical track state for the aircraft are given by Z1, VZ1, Z2 and 
VZ2.. Both aircraft continue at a uniform vertical rate up to time trv. Then, one 
aircraft levels off at a standard rate of vertical deceleration. The time of level 
off is denoted by tl. 

The vertical manoeuvre is considered safe if the vertical separation between 
the aircraft at time tl is greater than a parameter 
LevelOffVerticalSeparation[n,vsep]. Additionally, the aircraft must not have 
crossed vertically during the manoeuvre nor must they be closing vertically at 
time tl. 

In summary, the single level off test is satisfied if all the following conditions 
are met: 

• The track does not have a cleared flight level input 

• Time to vertical violation TVS > SingleLevelOffReactionTime[n]  
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• The aircraft considered for manoeuvre has a non-zero vertical rate 

• At tl, aircraft vertical separation > LevelOffVerticalSeparation[n,vsep] 

• The aircraft have not crossed vertically during the manoeuvre 

• At tl, the aircraft are not closing vertically. 

The single level off test is done (i.e. the level off is modelled) for each aircraft 
in turn. If either aircraft satisfies the test then confirmation of the alert is 
delayed on this conflict cycle. 

2.19.3.7 Double Level Off Test 

For this test, a different reaction time, trv2 (given by 
DoubleLevelOffReactionTime[n].), is assumed before the actual level off 
manoeuvre of both aircraft starts. This parameter should be set to a larger 
value than SingleLevelOffReactionTime[n] to account for the longer time 
required to instruct both aircraft to level off.  

A double level off manoeuvre will be considered if the time of the vertical 
violation calculated in the linear prediction filter (TVS) is later than the required 
reaction time. (i.e. there is insufficient time if the vertical violation is already in 
progress before the controller etc. can react to the conflict). In addition, neither 
aircraft may have a cleared flight level. The double level off manoeuvre is 
shown in the figure below: 
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Figure 2-13 The Double Level-Off Manoeuvre 
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In the figure, the vertical track state for the aircraft are given by Z1, VZ1, Z2 and 
VZ2.. Both aircraft continue at a uniform vertical rate up to time trv2. Then, both 
aircraft level off at a standard rate of vertical deceleration. The time of level off 
is denoted by tl. 

The vertical manoeuvre is considered safe if the vertical separation between 
the aircraft at time tl is greater than a parameter 
LevelOffVerticalSeparation[n,vsep]. Additionally, the aircraft must not have 
crossed vertically during the manoeuvre.  

In summary, the double level off test is satisfied if all the following conditions 
are met: 

• Neither track has a cleared flight level input 

• Time to vertical violation TVS > DoubleLevelOffReactionTime[n]  

• At tl, aircraft vertical separation > LevelOffVerticalSeparation[n,vsep] 

• The aircraft have not crossed vertically during the manoeuvre 

If the double level off test is satisfied confirmation of the alert is delayed on 
this conflict cycle. 

2.19.3.8 Standard Lateral Turn Test 

For the standard lateral turn test, it is assumed that both aircraft will continue 
on their present headings for a reaction time given by trl. 

Standard lateral turns will be considered if the time of the lateral violation TLS, 
calculated by the linear prediction filter occurs after the reaction time period trl. 

A standard lateral turn situation is illustrated in figure 2-14, below: 
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Figure 2-14 A Standard Lateral Turn 

 

Both aircraft are extrapolated along their present velocities for the period trl. 
Then four different lateral turns are modelled: 

• Aircraft 1 performs a left turn, aircraft 2 continues straight 

• Aircraft 1 performs a right turn, aircraft 2 continues straight 

• Aircraft 2 performs a left turn, aircraft 1 continues straight 

• Aircraft 2 performs a right turn, aircraft 1 continues straight 

Each turn is modelled assuming some standard turn rate. The position of the 
aircraft is computed in a step-wise fashion, and the lateral separation 
calculated on each step. The minimum lateral separation is computed for each 
of the four cases described above.  

If any of the manoeuvres achieves sufficient minimum lateral separation then 
the test is fulfilled and the confirmation of the alert may be delayed on this 
conflict cycle. 
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2.19.4 Current Proximity Alert Confirmation (Part of Option G) 

The processing logic of the current proximity alert confirmation stage is shown 
in figure 2-15, below: 
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Figure 2-15 Alert Confirmation Stage for the Current Proximity Filter 

 

2.19.4.1 Counting conflict hits to confirm alerts 

The alert confirmation stage employs the same conflict hit counting 
mechanism as is used in the linear prediction alert confirmation stage (see 
section 2.19.3.2). 

In the current proximity alert confirmation stage, the thresholds M and N, for 
declaring an alert are specified by CurrentProximityConflictCount[n] and 
CurrentProximityCycleCount[n], respectively. 

If the number of conflict hits is less than CurrentProximityConflictCount[n], 
then a current proximity alert is rejected on this cycle, otherwise an additional 
test may be done (under option I) to see if the tracks have already crossed 
safely. Otherwise, if the safe crossing test is not employed then the alert will 
be confirmed if the number of conflict hits is sufficient.  
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2.19.4.2 Safe Crossing Test (Option J) 

In some circumstances, unwanted alerts can arise after the aircraft have 
crossed laterally, yet the aircraft are still within the current proximity filter 
lateral and vertical thresholds. This may be considered by the controller as a 
relatively safe situation that may not warrant an alert. 

The safe crossing situation is illustrated below: 
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Figure 2-16 Safe Crossing Situation 

 

The first diagram shows the situation at the current time, when the first aircraft 
(a/c 1) has already passed the crossing point. The situation is then considered 
at the extrapolated time, the time at which the second aircraft (a/c 2) reaches 
the crossing point. If the first aircraft has made sufficient distance by this time, 
then the crossing is considered to be safe. 

The calculation of the crossing point is simply done from the equations of two 
straight lines. However, under some conditions, the calculation can be ill 
conditioned (i.e. sensitive to small errors or instability in the tracks). Hence, 
tests are done firstly to ensure that the speed and angle of the tracks are 
sufficient to prevent any ill conditioning of the crossing point calculation. 

A track pair is considered to have made a safe crossing when all the following 
conditions (tested against suitable thresholds) apply: 

• Both aircraft have sufficient speed for a well-conditioned calculation 

• The angle of crossing is acceptable 

• The crossing point has been reached by at least one of the aircraft 
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• The separation at the crossing point is sufficient. i.e. at least as much as 
STCA parameter CurrentProximitySafeLateralSeparation[n]. 

If all of the above safe crossing conditions are passed, then an alert is not 
confirmed from the current proximity filter on this cycle. 

2.19.5 Turning Prediction Alert Confirmation (Part of Option H) 

The processing logic of the turning prediction alert confirmation stage is shown 
in figure 2-17, below: 
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Figure 2-17 Alert Confirmation Stage for the Turning Proximity Filter 
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2.19.5.1 Test for Imminent Conflict 

If a conflict situation is imminent then it is appropriate to bypass the other 
delay mechanisms and provide an alert on the current cycle. 

The test for an imminent conflict is simply based on the time of violation 
(TPTOV) calculated earlier in the turning prediction filter. 

If TPTOV is less than a parameter TurningPredictionImminentTime[n], then 
an alert is declared immediately. Otherwise further tests are done to see if it is 
safe to delay the alert. 

2.19.5.2 Counting conflict hits to confirm alerts 

The alert confirmation stage employs the same conflict hit counting 
mechanism as is used in the linear prediction alert confirmation stage (see 
section 2.19.3.2). 

In the turning prediction alert confirmation stage, the thresholds M and N, for 
declaring an alert are specified by TurningPredictionConflictCount[n] and 
TurningPredictionCycleCount[n], respectively.  

If the number of conflict hits is less than TurningPredictionConflictCount[n], 
then the alert is rejected on this cycle, otherwise further consideration is given 
in the alert confirmation stage. 

2.19.5.3 Test if alert is required 

If the count of conflict hits is sufficient then further examination of the situation 
is done. 

The test to see if an alert is required is simply based on the time of violation 
(TPTOV) calculated earlier in the turning prediction filter. 

If TPTOV is less than a parameter TurningPredictionWarningTime[n], then 
an alert is declared on this cycle. 
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3. GUIDANCE TO APPROPRIATE PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE 
REFERENCE STCA SYSTEM 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to provide guidance as to which parameter 
values are likely to give better performance than other ones. Even without 
using performance measurement of STCA, the effect of some parameter 
values is easy to see. 

The purpose of each of the parameters (defined in chapter 2) is identified. In 
addition, the most appropriate parameters to modify in a number of different 
mid-air situations are identified and the risks associated with certain “poor” 
parameter choices will be highlighted. 

The guidelines in this section should not be used as a substitute for a proper 
STCA parameter optimisation process. They are intended to offer a head start 
for those without such a process, so that STCA may be used immediately, and 
some of the known pitfalls can be avoided. In any circumstances, a full STCA 
parameter optimisation should be undertaken as soon as reasonably 
practicable. 

Note that the following ATC separation rules are assumed in each type of 
airspace: 

 

Air space ATC Lateral Separation ATC Vertical Separation

En-route 5 NM 1000 ft or 2000 ft 

TMA 3 NM 1000 ft only 

  
Table 3-1 ATC Separation Rules in Various Types of Airspace 

 

For some parameters, a range of values is suggested. In these cases, the 
values appropriate for less busy airspace are indicated by being underlined. 
These values will tend to provide more warning time, but would give a higher 
nuisance alert rate in busier airspace. When testing STCA performance, it 
may be appropriate to start with the “less busy” parameter values, and to 
progress towards the “more busy” values if the nuisance alert rate is 
considered too high. 

It is not necessary to be restricted to the quoted parameter ranges, especially 
if the parameter optimisation process indicates that other values give a better 
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STCA performance. The ANSP is free to choose wider parameters in order to 
achieve more warning time, whilst accepting the alert rate penalty. 
Furthermore, wider parameter values may be generally appropriate if the 
airspace is particularly quiet, or the traffic is predictable. 

The use of cleared flight level will significantly reduce the alert rate. Therefore, 
if the cleared flight level is used in STCA, then this may also allow the 
parameters to be extended slightly beyond the quoted ranges. 

3.2 Separation Level Parameters 

LowerSeparationFlightLevel 

UpperSeparationFlightLevel 

These parameters are perhaps the simplest to set for STCA. These are 
essentially the thresholds at which the vertical separation rules can change 
(1000ft vertical separation below LowerSeparationFlightLevel etc). Typical 
values for these parameters are: 

LowerSeparationFlightLevel = 29,200 feet 

UpperSeparationFlightLevel = 41,200 feet 

Here, the values are slightly above 29,000 feet and 41,000 feet to allow some 
tolerance for normal mode C fluctuation for aircraft that are flying nominally 
level at the vertical boundary. (i.e. maintaining FL290 or FL410). 

3.3 Coarse Filter Parameters 

CoarseFilterPredictionTime 

CoarseFilterLateralSeparation 

CoarseFilterVerticalSeparation[vsep] 

 

In an STCA system, the coarse filter parameters should be set wide enough to 
ensure that no track pairs are eliminated that could come into conflict in the 
next two minutes. If the parameters are sufficiently wide, the coarse filter 
processing will have no effect on the alerting performance of the STCA 
system. 

CoarseFilterPredictionTime must be set to a value at least as great as any 
of the other prediction or warning time parameters in STCA. A value of 120 
seconds is sufficient. 

CoarseFilterLateralSeparation must be at least as large as the ATC 
separation standard in the airspace to which it applies. It is recommended that 
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values be in the range of 5NM to 8NM. Where the traffic density is low, 8NM 
will suffice. However, in busier airspace the parameter may need to be 
lowered in order to reduce the computer loading (i.e. reduce the number of 
pairs that are processed by the fine filters). 

It is recommended that CoarseFilterVerticalSeparation[vsep] is set to the 
applicable vertical ATC separation standard. That is: 

CoarseFilterVerticalSeparation[2000] = 2000ft 

CoarseFilterVerticalSeparation[1000] = 1000ft 

 

3.4 Fast Diverging Conditions 

LateralFastDivergingVelocity[n] 

LateralFastDivergingSeparation[n]  

VerticalFastDivergingVelocity[n] 

VerticalFastDivergingSeparation[n,vsep]  

 

The parameter values for the fast diverging conditions are not critical for 
warning time performance. They could take the following ranges of values: 

LateralFastDivergingVelocity[n] = 100 to 200 knots. 

VerticalFastDivergingVelocity[n] = 500 to 1000 ft/min 

The minimum separation parameters would normally be set somewhat below 
the linear prediction and current proximity separation parameters. The 
following ranges of values are suggested: 

Parameter Unit En Route TMA 
LateralFastDiverging 

Separation[n] 
NM 1.5 – 2.5 1.0 – 1.5

VerticalFastDiverging 
Separation[n,1000] 

Feet 400 – 650 400 – 650

VerticalFastDiverging 
Separation[n,2000] 

Feet 1300 – 1600 Not relevant 
for TMA 

 
Table 3-2 Recommended Parameter Values for Fast Diverging Conditions 
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3.5 The Use of Cleared Flight Levels or Block Flight Levels 

UseCFLFlag[n]  

                                                                                UseBFLFlag[n] 

 

In some STCA systems the cleared flight level (CFL) or block flight levels 
(BFL), as input by the controller, is used by STCA. In essence, there is no 
practical difference between the effect of CFL and BFL on STCA performance. 

The use of CFL in STCA increases the relevance of conflict prediction. 
However, the use of CFL in STCA should only be considered if the controller 
is required to systematically input CFL for other purpose. A user-friendly HMI 
should be provided to facilitate those inputs. 

Furthermore, the use of the CFL (or BFL) must be considered carefully by the 
ANSP, since there are inherent advantages and disadvantages to using it. 

The advantages are: 

• It considerably reduces the nuisance alert rate, especially the frequently 
occurring level-off type of situations. (Depending on its operational use, the 
STCA parameter values and traffic density, up to 90% reduction in the 
alert rate may be achieved). 

• STCA will generally provide more warning time in the event where two 
aircraft are cleared to the same flight level (depending on the lateral 
geometry). 

• The reduction in the nuisance alert rate may allow the user to set wider 
lateral, vertical and prediction time parameters, further increasing the 
achievable warning time. 

The disadvantages are: 

• There will be very little warning time if the controller inputs a cleared flight 
level, but the aircraft busts through the level. In these circumstances, 
conflicts are alerted only after the level bust. 

• The cleared flight level may be input inaccurately or may not be updated 
by the controller, which could, depending on the circumstances, delay a 
wanted alert. 

. 
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Not using the CFL also has certain advantages and disadvantages. 

The advantages are: 

• In the event of a level bust, it will be possible for STCA to alert before the 
level bust occurs. 

• The controller will be aware of a potentially hazardous situation arising, if 
the aircraft were not to adhere to the cleared level.  

The disadvantages are: 

• The alert rate is likely to be relatively high. (Although alert confirmation 
mechanisms like the vertical level off tests can help to reduce this 
problem). 

• It may be necessary to restrict the STCA parameters (particularly the 
lateral, vertical and prediction time parameters) in order to achieve an 
acceptable alert rate. 

 

Because of these advantages and disadvantages, it is not possible in this 
document to recommend either use, or non-use of the cleared flight level. 

If the selected flight level (SFL) is available down-linked from the aircraft, then 
this may be favourable for use because it will overcome much many of the 
inherent disadvantage of using a controller input CFL. Furthermore, it would 
be possible in the ATM system to check the input CFL against the down-linked 
SFL and indicate any inconsistency to the controller.  

In the event that the cleared flight level is used in STCA, it is recommended 
that: 

• For consistent STCA behaviour, the CFL is applied in all STCA regions 
(not just in some regions). 

• The controller is aware of the importance of inputting a consistent and 
accurate CFL into the system. 

• The STCA system is configured to alert as soon as a level bust occurs.  

• The controller is familiar with the STCA vertical prediction mechanism. 

Ultimately, the use of the CFL in the STCA system is up to the ANSP. The 
effects of the use of CFL in STCA should be fully considered in the safety 
case. The inherent advantages must be weighed against the disadvantages 
and a decision made. 
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3.6 Linear Prediction Filter Parameters 

LinearPredictionTime[n] 

LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 

LinearPredictionLateralSeparationDiverging[n] 

LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n,vsep] 

 

Initially, it is tempting for many ANSP’s to set the separation parameters to the 
ATC separation standard (3 or 5NM and 1000 or 2000 feet, depending on 
airspace). This may be appropriate if the traffic density is very low, or 
otherwise there is a tolerable number of nuisance alerts. Nevertheless, there 
are a number of good arguments for setting the parameters to less than the 
ATC separation standard. 

In most STCA systems, the linear prediction separation parameters will have a 
profound effect on the alert rate. 

LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n], in particular, if set too high is likely to 
result in an unnecessarily high nuisance alert rate. 

The graph below shows the typical alert rates in en-route airspace against the 
parameter LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n]. 
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Figure 3-1 Alert rate with LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] (relative to 3NM rate) 
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It is quite common to have circumstances like the example below where two 
aircraft appear to be heading towards each other. This is why the alert rate 
increases with the lateral separation parameter. If just one of the aircraft is 
turning slowly away from the other aircraft, the reality can turn out very 
different from the linear prediction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Current Vector 
 
 
Predicted Course 
 
 
Predicted Miss Distance 
 
 
Actual Course 
 
 
Actual Miss Distance 

 
Figure 3-2 Situation showing the inaccuracy of Linear Prediction in Presence of Subtle Turns 

 

Simplistic diagrams showing STCA alerts occurring between aircraft on 
perfectly straight courses are largely misrepresentative of typical traffic, 
especially traffic in the TMA. In reality, aircraft may be turning or even have 
small fluctuations in the heading that will have a significant effect on the 
calculated lateral miss distance. The same holds true in the vertical 
dimension. Pictures of actual vertical climbs and descents show that the 
aircraft vertical rate often fluctuates during the course of the climb or descent. 

In actual fact, the error in the predicted future position of the aircraft has two 
sources: 

• The error in the assumed linear motion of the aircraft. (Because aircraft 
may turn or change their vertical rates in the future). 

• The error in the current 3D state vector from imperfect surveillance and 
tracking. 

From these simple facts, we can conclude two things: 

• There are limits to the accuracy of a conflict predicted by STCA. 
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• Improvements to the accuracy of the system tracks will help improve 
STCA performance, but the effect will to be somewhat limited. 

 

In STCA systems where there is no use of the cleared flight level, the most 
common situation where alerts occur is the level-off situation when one aircraft 
levels off at a flight level 1000ft separated from another aircraft. See figure 3-
3, below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3-3 The Level-off Situation 
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This may be a nuisance to the controller who has already cleared the aircraft 
to a safe flight level. In such situations the alert rate will depend largely on the 
lateral separation parameters. If wide parameter values are set, then the alert 
rate may be intolerable.  

Therefore, it is recommended that when no cleared flight levels are used, the 
ANSP should consider setting the lateral separation parameters to values 
somewhat less than the applied ATC separation rules. These parameters, 
being STCA region dependent, can easily be set to the values appropriate for 
the specific airspace. 

Nevertheless, it is true that in some circumstances, particularly where one 
aircraft is turning towards another into conflict, using narrower parameters will 
result in a shorter warning time, The temptation for the ANSP is to widen the 
lateral separation parameters in order to catch the alert earlier. However, a 
much more appropriate solution would be to keep the linear prediction filter 
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parameters below the ATC separation standard, and to use a turning 
prediction filter to generate an earlier warning.  

To help understand the various deciding factors, some example values for 
LinearPredictionLateralSeparation (in en route airspace) in different 
circumstances are given below: 

 Quiet Airspace, or 
traffic flying in 

predictable straight 
courses 

Busy Airspace or 
less predictable 

traffic 

CFL used by STCA, no 
turning prediction 

4.5NM 4NM 

CFL used by STCA, turning 
prediction used 

4.5NM 3.5NM 

CFL not used by STCA, no 
turning prediction 

3.5NM 3NM 

CFL not used by STCA, 
turning prediction 

3.5NM 2.5NM 

 
Table 3-3 Example values for LinearPredictionLateralSeparation in en route airspace. 

 

Progressing now to the vertical dimension, most aircraft fly exactly on their 
assigned flight level. However, sometimes aircraft can be seen flying 
nominally level, but 100 or 200 feet off the flight level. Therefore, it is 
recommended that LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n,vsep] be set 
sufficiently below the applied ATC vertical separation standard, in order to 
avoid excessive nuisance alerts, for example to 700ft and 1700ft. 

In a fully tuned STCA system, the value of LinearPredictionTime[n] is not 
critical, since the timing of the alert (and alert rate) will be determined by the 
following parameters in the alert confirmation stage: 

• LinearPredictionImminentTime[n] 

• LinearPedictionWarningTime[n], 

• “time for standard manoeuvre” parameters. 

It is recognised that some STCA systems do not have separate prediction time 
and warning time parameters. In this case, the duration of the prediction is 
critical in achieving the right balance between warning time and nuisance alert 
rate.  

However, in most STCA systems LinearPredictionTime[n] simply needs to 
be high enough to allow sufficient conflict hits to have built up by the time the 
alert could pass the alert confirmation stage. (Perhaps 20 to 30 seconds 
greater than the longest time limit parameter in the alert confirmation stage). 
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The optimal values will, to some extent depend on the traffic levels and the 
other features of the STCA system, but the following ranges of values are 
recommended for average to busy airspace: 

 

Parameter Unit En Route TMA 
LinearPredictionTime[n] Secs 80 – 120 80 – 120
LinearPredictionLateral 

Separation[n] 
NM 2.5 – 4.5 2.0 – 2.75

LinearPredictionLateral 
SeparationDiverging[n] 

NM 1.75 – 3.0 1.5 – 2.0

LinearPredictionVertical 
Separation[n,1000] 

Feet 500 – 750 500 – 750

LinearPredictionVertical 
Separation[n,2000] 

Feet 1500 – 1750 Not relevant 
for TMA 

 
Table 3-4 Recommended Parameter Values for the Linear Prediction Filter 

 

 

3.7 Current Proximity Filter Parameters 

CurrentProximityLateralSeparation[n] 

 CurrentProximityVerticalSeparation[n,vsep] 

 

It is appropriate to set the current proximity parameters to values somewhere 
between the equivalent linear prediction parameters and the ATC separation 
standard, thus giving the filter the potential to provide STCA alerts before the 
linear prediction filter in some situations 

The following ranges of values are recommended: 

Parameter Unit En Route TMA 
CurrentProximityLateral 

Separation[n] 
NM 3.0 – 4.75  2.0 – 2.85

CurrentProximityVertical 
Separation[n,1000] 

Feet 700 – 800 700 – 800

CurrentProximityVertical 
Separation[n,2000] 

Feet 1700 – 1800 Not relevant 
for TMA 

 
Table 3-5 Recommended Parameter Values for the Current Proximity Filter 
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3.8 Turning Prediction Filter Parameters 

TurningPredictionTime[n] 

TurningPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 

 

The turning prediction filter uses turn related information from the system track 
to do its prediction. The parameter values chosen may well depend upon the 
accuracy of the tracker’s turn detection algorithm. If the tracker provides the 
turn rate then this should be used in the prediction. Otherwise a standard turn 
rate may be assumed. 

Recommended parameter value ranges are shown in the table below: 

Parameter Unit En Route TMA 
TurningPredictionLateral 

Separation[n] 
NM 3.0 – 4.0 1.5 – 2.5

TurningPredictionTime[n] Seconds 90 – 120 90 – 120
 

Table 3-6 Recommended Parameter Values for the Turning Prediction Filter 

 

It is recommended to keep the TurningPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 
parameter below the ATC separation standard in order to reduce the number 
of nuisance alerts. 

The value of TurningPredictionTime[n] is not critical, since the timing of the 
alert will be determined by the parameters in the alert confirmation stage. 
Assuming that CoarseFilterPredictionTime[n] is set to 2 minutes and 
appropriate tuning is done in the alert confirmation stage, a value of at least 90 
seconds is recommended for TurningPredictionTime[n], in all STCA regions. 

If the turn rate is not available from in the input system tracks, then a turn rate 
must be assumed. Although the standard ATC “rate 1” turn is at 3 
degrees/sec, actual measurements of turning aircraft have shown mean turn 
rates to be closer to 2 degrees/sec. In any airspace, it is recommended to 
measure the actual mean turn rates of aircraft undergoing turns, and set the 
modelled turn rate in STCA accordingly. 
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3.9 Linear Prediction Basic Alert Confirmation Parameters  

LinearPredictionImminentTime[n] 

LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] 

LinearPredictionCycleCount[n] 

LinearPedictionWarningTime[n] 

 

The Linear prediction alert confirmation parameters are used to provide STCA 
alerts at the appropriate time. If there is plenty of time until violation, then the 
alert may be delayed to see how the situation develops. (Many conflict 
situations resolve themselves without the need for further controller 
intervention). 

If the infringement of the separation parameters is imminent then the alert 
should be provided immediately. 

The following parameter ranges are recommended for the linear prediction 
imminent time and warning time parameters. Any less than these and there is 
a risk that the controller(s) and pilot(s) will not have sufficient time to resolve 
the situation. 

Parameter Unit En Route TMA 
LinearPedictionWarningTime[n] seconds 50 - 90 50 – 80

LinearPredictionImminentTime[n] seconds 35 - 50 35 – 50
 

Table3-7 Recommend Values for the Basic Linear Prediction Alert Confirmation Parameters 
 

If the time for standard manoeuvre tests are used (under option I), then these 
should be used in preference to the LinearPedictionWarningTime[n] test. 
The standard manoeuvre tests are far more sophisticated and are likely to 
give better STCA performance results. 
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The purpose of the linear prediction conflict count is to suppress STCA alerts 
in transitory situations or where the track data is noisy or jumpy. See figure 3-
4, below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3-4 Noisy Tracks giving rise to an STCA Alert 

 

The figure shows two aircraft, one of which has noisy track data giving rise to 
an STCA alert. The conflict hit count mechanism suppresses such nuisance 
alerts by requiring a conflict to be detected on more than one cycle before 
confirming the alert. 

Typically, the conflict count parameters should take the following values: 

LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] = 2 or 3 

LinearPredictionCycleCount[n] = 4 or 5 

Using higher values of LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] and 
LinearPredictionCycleCount[n] (maybe in an attempt to reduce the 
nuisance alert rate) is not appropriate because excessive delays in alerts will 
occur.  

For LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] a value of 3 has generally been 
shown to give a good result, suppressing nuisance alerts, yet not delaying 
wanted alerts too much. 

Using a value of 2 for LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] will increase the 
nuisance alert rate but may be appropriate for airspace where there is good 
surveillance coverage and the available warning time is frequently more 
limited (e.g. in stack areas).  
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Consider the departure from level situation in figure 3-5, below: 
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Figure 3-5 A Departure from Flight Level situation 

 

Here, an apparently safe situation can rapidly develop into a serious conflict 
situation. (A similar situation could be imagined in the lateral dimension with 
turning aircraft). It is imperative that STCA produces an alert quickly for this 
type of situation. A high conflict count value (say 4 or 5) will delay the alert 
unnecessarily. For example if the conflict cycle period was 4 seconds, it could 
delay the alert by up to 20 or 25 seconds. 

Additionally, a useful mechanism, in some STCA systems, is to bypass the 
conflict count requirement entirely if the aircraft are vertically very close and 
converging. 

3.10 Time for Standard Manoeuvre Parameters 

SingleLevelOffReactionTime[n] 

LevelOffDecelerationRate[n] 

 LevelOffVerticalSeparation[n,vsep] 

DoubleLevelOffReactionTime[n] 

 StandardTurnReactionTime[n] 

StandardTurnRate[n] 

StandardTurnLateralSeparation[n] 
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The time for standard manoeuvre tests provide an effective means of reducing 
the nuisance alert rate, and are particularly useful when the cleared flight level 
is not available from the controller. 

The reaction time parameters (SingleLevelOffReactionTime[n], 
DoubleLevelOffReactionTime[n] and StandardTurnReactionTime[n]) are 
supposed to cover the reaction times of the controller, communications, and 
also pilot and aircraft reaction. The appropriate reaction times are highly 
subjective, and ultimately these may have to be reduced, particularly in the 
TMA in order to prevent too many nuisance alerts. Suggested values for these 
parameters are given below: 

 

Parameter Unit En Route TMA 
SingleLevelOffReactionTime[n] Seconds 50 – 70 50 – 70
DoubleLevelOffReactionTime[n] Seconds 60 – 80 60 – 80
StandardTurnReactionTime[n] Seconds 50 – 70 50 – 70

 
Table 3-8 Recommended Values for the Standard Manoeuvre Reaction Time Parameters 

 

The required separation parameters (LevelOffVerticalSeparation[n,vsep], 
and StandardTurnLateralSeparation[n]) should be set to values which give 
adequate assurance that the manoeuvre will provide sufficient separation. 
However, the values may need to be adjusted (along with the reaction time 
parameters) to achieve the desired balance between alert rate and warning 
time performance. 

Suggested parameter ranges are given below: 

 

Parameter Unit En Route TMA 
LevelOffVertical 

Separation[n,1000] 
feet 500 - 700 500 – 700

LevelOffVertical 
Separation[n,2000] 

Feet 1500 – 1600 Not 
relevant 

StandardTurnLateral 
Separation[n] 

NM 2.0 – 3.0 1.5 – 2.0

 
Table 3-9 Recommended Values for the Standard Manoeuvre Separation Parameters 

 

3.11 Current Proximity Basic Alert Confirmation Parameters 

CurrentProximityConflictCount[n] 

CurrentProximityCycleCount[n]  
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CurrentProximityConflictCount[n] and CurrentProximityCycleCount[n] 
provide the means to avoid nuisance alerts generated by the occasional noisy 
track update, whilst allowing some continuity of the alert in the event of the 
occasional conflict miss. 

Because of the nature of current proximity conflicts, it is imperative that the 
alert is not delayed unnecessarily. Therefore a small value of 
CurrentProximityConflictCount[n] = 2 is recommended. To allow for some 
alert continuity, CurrentProximityCycleCount[n] should be set to 3. 
   

3.12 Safe Crossing Parameter 

CurrentProximitySafeLateralSeparation[n] 

 

CurrentProximitySafeLateralSeparation[n], the minimum safe crossing 
distance should be set to a value less then the current proximity separation, 
CurrentProximityLateralSeparation[n], otherwise the safe crossing test will 
only rarely be satisfied. 

To satisfy the safe crossing test, at least one of the aircraft must have passed 
the crossing point, thus the perceived risk of collision is already less than 
would have been if the aircraft had not crossed. If the separation is sufficient 
when the second aircraft passes the crossing point, then the situation is 
declared safe, and no alert is issued (from the current proximity filter) on this 
cycle. The exact distance that represents a safe crossing is open to debate. 
However, here are some suggested ranges of values: 

 

Parameter Unit En 
Route 

TMA 

CurrentProximitySafeLateral 
Separation[n] 

NM 2.0 – 4.0 1.0 – 2.5

 
Table 3-10 Recommend Parameter Values for Safe Lateral Crossing 

 

3.13 Turning Prediction Alert Confirmation Parameters 

TurningPredictionImminentTime[n] 

TurningPredictionConflictCount[n] 

TurningPredictionCycleCount[n] 
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TurningPredictionWarningTime[n] 

 

The turning prediction filter relies on having stable and accurate turn 
information from the SDP. However, noisy plot data can sometimes result in 
unreliable and inaccurate tracking, particularly with regard to the turn rate. 
Therefore it is important to be able to provide the alert with continuity over one 
or two conflict misses. 

An additional consideration is the fact that a situation in which aircraft are 
turning can rapidly deteriorate from a potential risk to a very high risk of 
collision. Therefore, it is also essential to be able to provide the alert fairly 
quickly when the turning prediction filter has detected a conflict. 

With these points in mind, the following values are recommended in all areas 
of airspace: 

TurningPredictionConflictCount[n] = 2 

TurningPredictionCycleCount[n] = 4 

The value of 2 for TurningPredictionConflictCount[n] should provide a rapid 
response to a potential turn into conflict. The value of 4 for 
TurningPredictionCycleCount[n] will allow STCA to continue the alert for up 
to two cycles, when the turning prediction filter may not have detected the alert 
due to unstable turn information in the track data. 

The turning prediction alert confirmation parameters are used to provide STCA 
alerts at the appropriate time. If there is plenty of time until violation occurs, 
then the alert may be delayed to see how the situation develops. (Many 
conflict situations resolve themselves without the need for further controller 
intervention). 

If the infringement of the separation parameters is imminent then the alert 
should be provided immediately. 

The following parameter ranges are recommended for the imminent time and 
warning time parameters. Any less than these and there is a risk that the 
controller(s) and pilot(s) will not have sufficient time to resolve the situation. 

 

Parameter Unit En Route TMA 
TurningPredictionWarningTime[n] Seconds 50 – 70 50 – 70
TurningPredictionImminentTime[n] Seconds 35 – 50 35 – 50

 
Table 3-11 Recommended Values for the Turning Prediction Alert Confirmation Parameters
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4. OPTIMISATION CONCEPTS 

4.1 Introduction 

The STCA design objectives relevant to parameter optimisation are: 

1) alert all conflicts with “adequate” warning time 

2) minimise “nuisance alerts” 

The object of STCA optimisation is to maximise the number of conflicts which 
are alerted with adequate warning time and minimise the number of nuisance 
alerts.  These objectives are, to some extent, incompatible with each other and 
therefore need to be prioritised.  The priority is based on the perceived 
importance of the objective in contributing to the overall aim of improving 
safety.  It is considered that minimising nuisance alerts is less important than 
alerting all conflicts with adequate warning time.  However, a balance must be 
struck so that, for example, large warning times are not provided at the 
expense of an excessive nuisance alert rate.  

4.2 Analysis Team Composition 

It is vital that the analysis and optimisation of STCA performance is 
undertaken by a team which includes all the appropriate skills and experience.  
Function technical experts and data analysts must be accompanied by 
experienced ATC staff from the ATS Unit for which the function is being 
optimised.  Without the ATC input, the scenarios may not be categorised in a 
suitable manner. 

4.3 Scenario Categorisation 

4.3.1 Introduction 

STCA performance is measured by the numbers of genuine and nuisance 
alerts which are displayed to controllers, together with the amount of warning 
time provided for genuine alerts.  Before these items can be measured, the 
STCA analysts need to know which scenarios should have been alerted and 
which should not.  In order to determine this, scenarios are divided into a 
number of categories. 

Scenarios can be considered to range from “alert definitely required” to “alert 
definitely not required”, with a number of levels in between.  The formal 
categories must be agreed between the analysis staff and ATC management 
before optimisation can proceed. 

The scenario category is determined from recordings of the surveillance track 
data for the entire scenario.  The category will depend on the actual and/or 
predicted separations with respect to the appropriate criteria for the scenario.  
A series of suggested categories are described later in this section.  They may 
be summarised as follows: 

Category 1 necessary alert 
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Category 2 desirable alert 

Category 3 unnecessary alert 

Category 4 undesirable alert 

Category 5 void scenario 

 

 

Category 2 
 
Alert “desirable” but situation 
dealt with by “standard 
manoeuvre”. 

Category 1 
 
Situation dealt with by “late 
manoeuvre”. 

Category 1 
 
Situation not dealt with - 
airspace penetration. 

Category 3 
 
Alert “understandable” but 
unnecessary. 

Figure 4-1 Sample STCA Categories 

Using these categories, the theoretical aim of STCA design and optimisation 
should be to alert all Category 1 and 2 scenarios and no Category 3, 4 or 5 
scenarios.  However, in practice the aim is to alert all Category 1 scenarios, 
virtually all Category 2 scenarios, very few Category 3 scenarios and virtually 
no Category 4 scenarios.  Category 5 scenarios may or may not produce 
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alerts and must normally be dealt with by improvements to the appropriate part 
of the ATM system.  It may well prove impracticable to prevent STCA 
occasionally alerting Category 5 scenarios, either by parameter optimisation or 
algorithm design. 

4.3.2 Separation Standards 

If the minimum achieved distance is used in determining the Category of a 
scenario, the applicable separation standard may be relevant since this 
indicates the minimum official permitted distance.  For example, a minimum 
achieved lateral distance between two aircraft of 4NM in a region where the 
separation standard is 10NM may be considered to be more severe than an 
achieved distance of 2NM in a region where the separation standard is 3NM 
(2/5 separation standard as opposed to 2/3). 

4.3.3 Category 1 

Category 1 scenarios are those where it is considered necessary that the 
controller’s attention was drawn to the situation. 

Category 1 scenarios include collisions and serious losses of separation, plus 
those scenarios where such a situation was only avoided by means of a late 
manoeuvre. 

Late manoeuvres are usually fairly easy to identify since they generally involve 
a sudden (and rapid) change in an aircraft’s path to avoid, or minimise the 
consequences of, the potential hazard. 

The precise definition assigned to “serious loss of separation” (and hence the 
appropriate parameter settings) is dependent on the individual circumstances 
surrounding each implementation.  A quantified definition is therefore 
inappropriate to an international document such as this, since the necessary 
coordination work has not yet been undertaken. 

4.3.4 Category 2 

Category 2 scenarios are those where it is considered desirable that the 
controller’s attention was drawn to the situation. 

Category 2 scenarios are those scenarios which, although involving some risk, 
can be dealt with by means of a standard manoeuvre.  It is therefore not 
necessary for official ATC separation to be breached for a scenario to be 
Category 2. 

A situation likely to cause a Category 2 scenario is where a descending 
aircraft is about to level off but no CFL information is available.  The predicted 
path during the descent may indicate a potential hazard, and thus generate an 
alert, even though the aircraft’s intended route is perfectly acceptable.  In 
certain circumstances, failing to level off at the appropriate level could put the 
aircraft at risk, hence the perception in some organisations that such scenarios 
should be alerted.  
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4.3.5 Category 3 

Category 3 scenarios are those where it is considered unnecessary that the 
controller’s attention was drawn to the situation.  However, an alert was 
“predictable” or “understandable” in the circumstances and so would not cause 
a major distraction. 

Category 3 scenarios are generally situations similar to those discussed under 
Category 2 without the element of risk.  Negligible losses of separation may, in 
certain situations, be considered to be Category 3. 

4.3.6 Category 4 

Category 4 scenarios are those where it is considered undesirable that the 
controller’s attention was drawn to the situation. 

Category 4 scenarios would typically be aircraft carrying out standard 
operations where, for a short period of time the aircraft’s predicted path(s) 
results in a predicted hazard within the specified look ahead time but would 
not be of any concern from the controller’s point of view. 

There may also be scenarios where the analysis display (section 4.9.3) does 
not suggest how a conflict could be predicted.  These scenarios should also 
be considered as Category 4 since it is unlikely that the controller could tell the 
reason for the alert, and thus would be distracted by it, if it is not clear with the 
full aircraft path(s) available for detailed examination. 

4.3.7 Category 5 

Category 5 scenarios are those where errors elsewhere in the ATM system 
produced an apparent situation which did not in fact exist.  These scenarios 
can therefore be considered as void but it may prove difficult to prevent them 
being alerted in some cases. 

The nature of Category 5 scenarios will differ between systems.  They cannot, 
therefore, definitively be described in this document.  Some Category 5 
scenarios will be immediately obvious as data errors whereas some may 
require thorough investigation to determine that the aircraft did not in fact fly 
the path as indicated by the tracker output. 

4.4 Performance Indicators Overview 

The precise nature of the performance indicators used to assess STCA meet 
their design objectives may well vary between systems.  However, the 
following indicators may be adopted as a general guide: 

• Percentage of scenarios alerted for each scenario category 

• Percentage of alerted scenarios which were considered to be nuisance 
alerts 

• Percentage of scenarios worthy of an alert which did not give adequate 
warning time, although adequate warning time was available 

• Mean achieved warning time for scenarios worthy of an alert where 
adequate warning time was available 
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• Mean achieved warning time for scenarios worthy of an alert where 
adequate warning time was not available 

• Overall mean achieved warning time for scenarios worthy of an alert 

Further information on performance indicators is contained in the following 
sections. 

4.5 Warning Time 

4.5.1 Introduction 

STCA will provide an amount of time in which the situation may be dealt with 
(“warning time”).  The warning time is measured as the time between the 
STCA alert and the Point of Risk (PoR).  Flexibility in the calculation of 
warning times, depending on the rationale behind a STCA implementation, is 
provided by appropriately defining how the PoR is determined.  The concept of 
PoR is described further in section 4.6. 

For non-predictive functions, the warning time is entirely produced by the size 
of the protective “buffer zone”.  The size of the buffer zone must therefore be 
optimised for the nature of the traffic in that region. 

4.5.2 Adequate Warning Time 

An “adequate” warning time is one which allows sufficient time for controller 
reaction, communications, pilot reaction and aircraft response. 

The amount of time needed for each of these four phases is dependent on a 
number of factors and the “adequate” warning time may vary between different 
types of airspace.  External assessment, including the consideration of human 
factors issues, is necessary to determine the appropriate time for each phase. 

Warning times are usually based on the time required for individual operations 
during normal circumstances.  In some situations, such as when there are R/T 
difficulties, the “adequate” warning time may not be sufficient.  However, it is 
impracticable to attempt to set warning times to cover all cases.  In some 
situations, an aircraft may manoeuvre in such a way that it is not possible for 
STCA to give an “adequate” warning time. 

In theory, controller-alerting functions should alert before pilot-alerting 
functions.  The adequate warning time should therefore be defined as being 
sufficiently large that the controller is alerted before the pilot. 

It may be possible for an aircraft to perform an avoidance manoeuvre in the 
vertical plane in a shorter time than it would take to perform a manoeuvre in 
the lateral plane.  For some implementations, it may therefore be desirable to 
distinguish between those scenarios which can be resolved vertically and 
those which cannot.  For these implementations it will be necessary to specify 
separate adequate warning times for vertical and lateral avoidance 
manoeuvres 
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4.5.3 Maximum Warning Time 

The maximum warning time is the time between the earliest possible point at 
which an alert could be given and the PoR.  The earliest possible point of alert 
is determined by finding the point in the surveillance track data prior to the 
conflict where a manoeuvre occurred that could not have been foreseen by 
STCA.  The track states are inspected, working back from the actual alert until 
one of the following is found: 

• a vertical state change 

• a horizontal state change 

• the start of the track 

Vertical state changes, particularly where aircraft change from level flight to 
climb or descend towards the potential hazard, are often responsible for 
limitations in the maximum amount of warning time available.  In general, 
substantial changes in vertical rate cannot be anticipated by tolerances in 
vertical prediction.  A vertical state change occurs when an aircraft: 

• changes from level flight to climb or descent 

• changes from climb or descent to level flight 

• changes vertical direction (climb to descent or vice versa) 

Lateral state changes are not as easily defined (or determined) as vertical 
state changes.  In many cases lateral tracks exhibit slow turns or meanders for 
which the starting points are very indistinct.  However, an appropriate 
definition of the point of lateral manoeuvre has been defined for STCA 
purposes.  The track states prior to the conflict are inspected until a point is 
reached where the predicted lateral miss distance is greater than a parameter 
distance. 

STCA implementations which include an element of uncertainty in the 
prediction mechanism may be better able to cope with state changes.  
However, there will still be manoeuvres which take an aircraft’s new path 
outside the scope of that previously predicted. 

4.5.4 Objective Warning Time 

It is not considered appropriate to provide STCA alerts in excess of the 
adequate warning time before the PoR actually occurs.  This is to avoid 
unnecessary controller distraction by an increased number of unwanted alerts.  
However, in some situations, the maximum warning time is smaller than the 
adequate warning time.  In these situations it is not possible to achieve the 
adequate warning time and effort should therefore be concentrated on 
achieving the maximum warning time. 

The aim is therefore to provide an alert at the lesser of the adequate warning 
time and the maximum warning time.  This is the objective warning time, and 
is the optimum time for the alert.  

Figure 4-2 shows a situation where the maximum warning time is less than the 
defined adequate warning time.  The maximum warning time is therefore taken 
as the objective warning time for this particular scenario. 
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t(-25) - maximum (and objective) warning time  t(-45) - adequate warning time  

1000ft

t(-30)t(-60) t(+30)t(0)

Figure 4-2 Example of maximum warning time less than adequate 

4.5.5 Achieved Warning Time 

The achieved warning time is the actual time between the STCA alert and the 
conflict. 

Where a predicted PoR is used to assess the performance of a multi-filter 
STCA, the method of calculating the PoR (and thus the achieved warning 
time) must be appropriate to the filter which caused the alert.  For example, 
the PoR appropriate to the Linear Prediction filter of an STCA function may 
well be very different from that appropriate to the Current Proximity filter. 

4.6 Point of Risk 

The concept of the PoR is used in this document to provide a single term to 
represent the point from which warning times are retrospectively measured.  
The nature of the PoR will vary between implementations, depending on the 
underlying rationale behind the specific implementation.  The PoR can be 
considered as a point on either the actual or predicted aircraft path(s) and may 
deal with distances in time, space or a combination of the two, as appropriate 
to the function and implementation. 

The PoR may or may not be the same as the point which triggers the STCA 
alert.  This again depends on the approach taken by the function designers 
and analysts. 
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For predictive STCA functions, the PoR could be defined as the Closest Point 
of Approach (CPA) or the breach of some specified separation criteria (such 
as the ATC separation standards).  It should be noted that longer warning 
times are required when CPA is used as the PoR as opposed to breach of 
separation criteria in order to provide the same level of safety.  Figure 4-3 
illustrates some types of PoR which could be used for STCA.  CPAs are 
discussed further in section 4.7. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

ATC 
separation 
standard 

Actual CPA 

Alternative 
defined 
distance 
criterion 

Predicted CPA 

Figure 4-3 Example Points of Risk for STCA 

It may be appropriate to use smoothed track data to determine the PoR, rather 
than the system tracks, from which alerts are generated.  This is because the 
true PoR lies on the actual path(s) flown by the aircraft and this is (these are) 
best represented by smoothed data.   

4.7 Closest Point of Approach 

4.7.1 Introduction 

In its simplest definition, the CPA is the point where the distance between the 
aircraft of interest and other aircraft is at a minimum.   

Determining which point constitutes the CPA requires some consideration.  In 
order to make the distance meaningful in an ATC sense, the physical units of 
lateral and vertical distance have to be converted into a single value, 
determined from the ATC separation standards in the region as follows: 

LU = lateral distance / lateral separation unit  
ZU = vertical distance / vertical separation unit 

DU = √(LU2 + ZU2) 
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The CPA is the point at which DU reaches a minimum.  The separation units 
would typically be the appropriate ATC separation standards for the airspace 
concerned, for example 5NM and 1000ft.  This approach gives equal weight to 
breaches of horizontal and vertical separation standards. 

4.7.2 Predicted CPAs 

The actual CPA is not always the most useful measure of separation loss on 
which to base STCA performance figures.  For example, if an aircraft takes 
avoiding action as the result of an alert this will affect the minimum achieved 
separation and the time of the CPA and consequently the perceived warning 
time.  In some circumstances, such as calculating warning time, it may be 
more useful to extrapolate the aircraft track(s) from before the avoiding action 
to determine the CPA which would have been predicted by STCA.  Figure 5-4 
illustrates the variation in warning time which may be seen for one STCA 
scenario. 

  

 

Predicted CPA for 
no manoeuvre 

CPA for late 
manoeuvre 

CPA for 
standard 
manoeuvre 

Alert 

Warning Time to Standard 
Manoeuvre CPA 

Warning Time to Predicted CPA

Warning Time to Late Manoeuvre CPA 

Figure 4-4 Examples of Warning Time Variation 

The predicted CPA must be calculated in a way which is compatible with the 
particular operation of STCA which generated the alert.  For multiple filter 
STCA, a number of predicted CPAs may need to be determined - one for each 
filter.  Suggestions as to these are given below: 
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• The CPA for a linear prediction filter is determined by linearly 
extrapolating the aircraft track state(s) at the time of the alert. 

• The CPA for a filter which detects turning aircraft should be 
extrapolated from the aircraft track state(s) at the time of the alert, 
using the same level of turn prediction as the STCA filter. 

• The CPA for a current proximity filter may be better determined by 
using the actual CPA rather than a predicted one since the closing 
speed(s) may be very small (or even negative).  However, the 
determination of the CPA should be restricted to within a reasonable 
time of the alert. 

If the scenario would generate an alert by more than one filter, the CPA for the 
first filter to generate an alert should be used.  If two or more filters generate 
an alert simultaneously, they should be prioritised in the order: 

• current proximity 

• linear prediction 

• turn prediction 

4.8 Region Types 

STCA needs to be able to behave differently in different regions of airspace.  
For example, separations are larger in en-route airspace than near airports.  
Rather than assign parameter values to individual regions, groups of regions 
defining similar airspace may be collectively assigned a region type and then 
parameter values assigned to that type. 

Determining the appropriate region types will normally require consultation 
with controllers. 

4.9 Analysis Tools 

4.9.1 Introduction 

STCA implementations can require a considerable amount of optimisation and 
analysis.  It is therefore important that such optimisation and analysis can be 
performed routinely and easily.  This is most simply achieved via a series of 
automated software tools, as outlined below. 

4.9.2 Off-Line Models 

It is vital that STCA performance can be optimised and monitored without 
affecting the operational ATC system.  The most efficient way of doing this is 
probably via a series of off-line computer models which accurately replicate 
the algorithms of the (proposed) STCA.  It is preferable that the models are not 
contained within the main ATC simulation/test facility since they will be used 
intensively during optimisation phases and are therefore best used under the 
exclusive control of the STCA analysts.  The models should make detailed 
information available on the internal processes related to each scenario 
contained in each test so that it may be clearly understood why an alert was or 
was not given.  The models should also produce the Performance Indicator 
information described in section 4.4. 
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If the operational STCA can be run in an off-line environment and generate 
adequate analysis information, it is not necessary to use off-line models.  
However, using the operational STCA for optimisation purposes must not have 
an impact on the functioning of the on-line ATM system. 

A model should use exactly the same algorithms as the STCA it is used to 
test, even if the actual programming source code is different.  Different 
versions of a STCA will, therefore require different versions of the model, 
otherwise the results of the optimisation may be invalid. 

The models should be able to run in fast time (e.g. process one day’s 
surveillance track data in a few minutes).  To assist this, recording of 
surveillance track data can be reduced to just those tracks which are of 
concern.  For optimisation purposes, each data set will need to be re-run many 
times against the model, with varying parameter sets. 

4.9.3 Analysis Display Function 

A means of displaying scenarios off-line is needed so that they can be 
examined manually, including an indication of when an alert would have been 
displayed.  One convenient way of displaying scenarios is via printed diagrams 
showing plan and elevation views of the scenario, although alternative 
methods may prove to be equally satisfactory.  In some circumstances, a 
pseudo radar display may prove to be useful, particularly so that controllers 
can assess the situation in a familiar context. 

A means of displaying the locations of scenarios on a map of the relevant 
airspace may also prove useful, initially for checking that region boundaries 
have been located correctly and subsequently for identifying any part of the 
airspace with an unexpectedly high alert rate.  The facility to display actual 
tracks on a map may prove useful when defining region boundaries in the first 
place. 

4.9.4 Categoriser 

STCA optimisations can potentially involve the examination of tens of 
thousands of scenarios, the vast majority of which should not result in an alert.  
It is therefore extremely useful to have an automated process to identify which 
scenarios require manual inspection and which may be discarded. 

This tool, known as the “categoriser”, is totally independent from the simulation 
function of the STCA model.  The categoriser classifies scenarios according to 
categories as outlined in section 4.3 and will work retrospectively over the 
entire scenario. 

The whole track(s) of the aircraft during the scenario is (are) available for 
examination by the categoriser.  The seriousness of the scenario is 
determined by considering the predicted and actual CPA at each cycle.  The 
time to, and predicted separation at, the predicted CPA can be used to 
establish the seriousness of the scenario for each cycle.  The seriousness of 
the scenario may then be determined from the seriousness of the individual 
cycles.  It may also be necessary to consider the seriousness of the scenario 
from an ATC perspective when assigning a category as the scenario’s 
geometry alone will not necessarily give a satisfactory indication of the true 
nature of the scenario. 
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Since the purpose of the categoriser is to reduce the number of scenarios 
which need to be inspected manually, the analysis staff should be able to have 
complete confidence that no serious scenarios will be discarded.  The 
categoriser must therefore use different algorithms from those contained in 
STCA and should be tuned to overestimate the seriousness of scenarios 
rather than underestimate.  Using the categories given in Section 4.3, any 
questionable scenarios should be classified as categories 1 or 2, rather than 3, 
4 or 5.  Only scenarios classified as categories 1 and 2 then need to be 
examined manually and possibly re-classified. 

The categoriser will, where appropriate, need regions to determine the 
relevant parameters.  These regions may be similar to those used in the STCA 
under consideration but need not necessarily be exactly the same. 

Determining whether scenarios are the result of data processing errors may 
require additional tools and expertise.  For example, it may be worth checking 
the performance of the tracking system.  Testing STCA can highlight problems 
in other parts of the data processing chain.  As optimal STCA performance 
may only be achievable when such problems have been resolved, scenarios 
containing erroneous track information (category 5) may need to be identified 
and removed from the optimisation data set.  This will allow STCA to be 
optimised correctly for real situations but any performance figures derived from 
such a reduced data set must indicate the removal of category 5 scenarios. 

It may also be of benefit to produce an “ideal” track by retrospectively 
smoothing the data.  The “ideal” track will indicate more accurately the actual 
path(s) of the aircraft concerned and can be used to distinguish scenarios 
which are genuinely severe from those which appear to be severe because of 
substantial errors in the recorded surveillance track. 

4.9.5 Warning Time Calculator 

Calculating the actual and available warning times for each scenario should be 
automated since it is a large and repetitive task with considerable scope for 
human error. 

The warning time is calculated as the time between the alert and the PoR.  
This should be done using different algorithms from those contained in the 
actual STCA since the “actual” elapsed time is available for measurement, 
rather than a predicted version. 

Since a predicted PoR may be of more use than the actual PoR if avoiding 
action was taken, the warning time should be calculated for all forms of PoR 
used in the optimisation. 

4.9.6 Scenario Editor / Generator 

Even when surveillance data is recorded for several days, it may be necessary 
to increase the number and diversity of the serious (Category 1 and 2) 
scenarios comprising the test sample. 

This may be done by generating such situations artificially or by manipulating 
the track data of recorded tracks.  This is often useful for checking the 
performance of algorithms for situations not yet encountered in real data.  
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However, more appropriate indications of the function’s operation are given by 
collecting serious scenarios from the live ATM system. 

It is possible to create totally artificial scenarios but this is likely to take a great 
deal of effort if the scenarios are to test STCA in a realistic manner.  However, 
it may be considered necessary to use simulated scenarios for formal test 
purposes. 
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5. OPTIMISATION PROCEDURE 

5.1 Overview 

The following diagrams are intended to provide a guide to the various stages 
likely to be involved in the optimisation of STCA.  They will not, necessarily, 
match the exact pattern of stages involved in specific optimisations. 

Figure 5-1 shows the main tasks involved in the first optimisation of STCA.  
Some of the initial tasks may not need to be undertaken when the system is 
re-optimised at a later date.  Once Parameter Sensitivity Analysis has been 
performed for STCA, it should not need to be redone for subsequent 
implementations of that STCA at other ATS units. 

Figures 5-2 and 5-3 each provide a more detailed indication of the steps 
involved in a particular task shown in Figure 5-1. 

Figure 5-2 shows the steps taken in the actual iterative process of determining 
the optimal parameters. 

Figure 5-3 shows the steps involved in the operational trial of STCA and its 
parameters. 

These diagrams assume that the algorithms themselves are correct.  If errors 
are detected in the algorithms, or other parts of the software, then the process 
may be aborted at any point. 

The tasks are explained in more detail in the rest of this section. 
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Figure 5-1 Parameter Optimisation Tasks 
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Figure 5-2 Iterative Optimisation 
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5.2 Initial Criteria 

5.2.1 “Playing Area” Definition 

It may be impracticable, from both the operational and development points of 
view, for STCA to be treated as covering all the airspace which is potentially 
available from SDP.  It is therefore necessary to define a “playing area” for 
each system.  The playing area represents the extreme boundary of the 
airspace which is of interest to both the operational STCA and the 
development and analysis team. 

The limits of the playing area will normally be determined by the area of 
responsibility of the ATS unit(s) for which STCA is being optimised.  The 
playing area should exceed the controlled airspace by an appropriate margin 
to ensure that tracks are recorded for aircraft in the handover area.  A simple 
geometric shape such as a rectangle is usually sufficient since the primary 
purpose of the playing area is to discard aircraft which cannot be of interest to 
the controllers or analysts. 

5.2.2 Eligible Aircraft 

STCA will normally use certain information about an aircraft in order to 
determine its eligibility for processing. 

It is therefore vital that off-line STCA simulations have correct information 
available as to the (in)eligibility of the aircraft in the data sets. 

Where a list of SSR codes is used to determine eligibility, this may well prove 
to be the part of STCA which is most frequently changed.  Test data sets 
which include “historic” data may need to be reviewed to take account of 
changes in SSR code allocation.  It should not be necessary to re-optimise 
STCA parameters to take account of SSR code changes. 

STCA which uses a link to Flight Data Processing to indicate eligibility will not 
normally require SSR code lists.  However, off-line simulations may need 
some other mechanism to indicate those aircraft which are eligible since there 
will not necessarily be a link to a Flight Data Processing simulator. 

5.2.3 Data 

5.2.3.1 Sample Data 

It is important that sufficient data is used in the optimisations.  In general, one 
month’s data from a busy period should provide a sufficient base sample.  
However, certain geometries or region types may be under-represented and it 
may be necessary to modify existing data to create additional scenarios.  The 
base sample should contain data for all typical traffic patterns. 

It is possible to produce entirely artificial scenarios for test purposes.  
However, producing a sufficient number of realistic scenarios which conform to 
the appropriate traffic patterns may prove to be an excessively time-
consuming task. 

Ideally some data should also be collected during slack periods and in different 
weather conditions since these may affect the traffic patterns. 
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5.2.3.2 “Serious” Scenarios 

The purpose of STCA is to alert controllers to situations which have gone 
seriously wrong.  Such situations are not an everyday occurrence but it is 
important that STCA is adequately tested against precisely these scenarios.  It 
is therefore important that the appropriate data is obtained for “serious” 
scenarios over as long a period as possible.  These serious scenarios can 
then be used to check that a parameter set optimised for sample data still 
provides satisfactory performance for real problem situations. 

Care should be taken to ensure that serious scenarios, collected over a long 
period of time, are still representative of what could happen in the current 
airspace environment.  For example, if the location of a holding area has 
moved incidents recorded at the previous location may need to be discarded. 

5.2.3.3 Scenario Categorisation 

All scenarios should be categorised before they are used in the optimisation 
process.  To do this, all scenarios should be run through the automatic 
categoriser and those described as worthy of an alert should then also be 
analysed manually.  Where the automatic and manual categories differ, the 
manual categories should be used when measuring the performance of the 
system. 

Scenario categorisation should take place every time new data is acquired for 
test or optimisation purposes. 

5.2.4 Region Definition 

An initial set of regions (and region types if applicable) has to be determined 
before the optimisation process may start.  Determining the region set will 
normally involve discussions with controllers and examination of the traffic 
patterns evident from recordings.  Published airspace boundaries will normally 
provide a good starting point for determining regions. 

Within the playing area there may be volumes of airspace not under the 
control of the ATS unit.  These may be defined as uncontrolled or excluded 
altogether. 

Within the controlled airspace regions there may be areas which have specific 
types of traffic pattern, such as the stacks in a TMA.  It may be necessary to 
define these areas as separate regions.  The definition of such regions will 
require close consultation with the appropriate ATC personnel.  

As regions may overlap precedence must be determined for each individual 
region.  Additionally, regions may be set to “active” or “inactive” depending on 
factors such as weather conditions or military use of airspace. 

If different region types are to be used for STCA, there will probably be 
scenarios in which the two aircraft are in regions of different type.  To deal with 
this, some means, such as a decision matrix, must be devised so that the 
appropriate region type (and hence parameter set) can be determined for each 
scenario.  The decision matrix may choose one region type over the other or 
allocate the scenario to a third type reserved for such situations. 
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5.2.5 Theoretical Considerations 

5.2.5.1 Summary 

Theoretical issues which need to be considered when determining STCA 
parameters include: 

• typical aircraft performance capabilities 

• typical local traffic manoeuvres 

• desired warning times 

• desired look ahead times 

• surveillance tracking performance 

• separation standards 

• ATC operational procedures 

• provision for intruders 

These issues will provide practical limits to the potential ranges for the values 
of a number of STCA parameters. 

5.2.5.2 Typical Aircraft Performance Capabilities 

Typical aircraft performance capabilities have to be considered when 
determining appropriate ranges for many parameters.  For example, civil 
controlled aircraft typically do not exceed ground speeds of about 550 knots 
nor climb at rates in excess of 5000ft/min.  However, military aircraft can, and 
do, exceed these limits and allowance may have to be made for them. 

Typical aircraft performance limits allow the maximum typical closing speeds 
to be determined.  When combined with the desired warning and look ahead 
times, these can be used to determine the theoretical vertical and lateral 
separations beyond which STCA needs not consider aircraft with respect to a 
particular other aircraft.  In multi-stage systems this sets constraints for the 
upper limits of many coarse filter parameters. 

Aircraft turn rates may also need to be considered.  Most civil aircraft can 
normally achieve a standard rate of turn of 3º per second but it cannot be 
assumed that they can necessarily achieve higher rates. 3º per second 
therefore could be considered to constitute an upper constraint for parameters 
associated with turning aircraft, although the characteristics of aircraft which 
use the airspace under consideration should be examined. 

5.2.5.3 Typical Local Traffic Manoeuvres 

In addition to the absolute limits on aircraft performance there will normally be 
additional limits imposed by different types of airspace and these also need to 
be considered.  For example, aircraft in TMA airspace tend to fly at lower 
ground speeds than those in en route airspace.  Climb and turn rates may also 
be restricted or even determined by the nature of the airspace.  Certain areas 
have concentrations of particular types of traffic (e.g. helicopters) which result 
in well defined manoeuvring activity. 
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These local restrictions are more difficult to determine than the absolute 
aircraft performance limitations.  Typical ground speeds and climb rates may 
be obtained from surveillance data but ATC personnel should be consulted 
wherever possible to ensure that all local aspects have been considered. 

5.2.5.4 Desired Warning Times 

The minimum desired warning time is the time below which it may not be 
possible for a controller to issue an instruction and for the aircraft to have 
performed the necessary manoeuvre.  This constrains parameters related to 
reaction times.  Local variations in aircraft types and operations may result in 
corresponding variations to the minimum desired warning time. 

5.2.5.5 Desired Look Ahead Times 

The minimum look ahead time is that which provides for the minimum warning 
time plus the STCA processing time.  The desired look ahead time must 
therefore be at least the desired warning time plus the processing time.  
However, the alert rate is likely to be sensitive to the look ahead time and this 
must also be considered when setting such parameters to avoid producing an 
excessive number of nuisance alerts. 

5.2.5.6 Surveillance Tracking Performance 

Surveillance tracking performance should be considered when determining the 
ranges for predicted separation parameters.  Two theoretical approaches can 
be adopted.  The first approach is to set the parameters to large enough 
values to ensure that all predicted conflicts will be detected, even when poor 
tracking means that there are large errors in the aircraft heading values.  The 
second approach is to set the parameters to smaller values to reduce the 
number of spurious alerts caused by poor tracking or small fluctuations in 
aircraft trajectories. 

5.2.5.7 Separation Standards 

The appropriate separation standards should be treated as upper limits for a 
number of STCA parameter values.  Values in excess of the separation 
standards will result in nuisance alerts being generated by aircraft that are 
neither infringing nor predicted to infringe separation standards. 

5.2.5.8 Provision for Intruders 

In this context, intruders are taken to be those aircraft not under the control of 
the ATS unit in question which are flying in that unit’s airspace.  Intruders will 
normally be identified by SSR code or a lack of Flight Data Processing 
information. 

A controller usually has less information about the intended course of an 
intruder than that of a controlled aircraft.  Larger warning times and separation 
criteria may therefore be required to enable STCA to deal with scenarios 
involving an intruder in a useful manner.  However, the treatment of intruders 
is a matter which is very much dependent on the practice and requirements of 
individual ATS units and is not a subject which can be dealt with in detail in a 
document of this nature. 
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5.2.6 Initial Parameter Set 

The initial optimisation process will not have an existing parameter set to use 
as a base-line.  The initial parameter set is therefore determined from the 
theoretical criteria above, plus any other appropriate information.  Future 
modifications to existing systems should normally use the operational 
parameter set as the base-line. 

5.2.7 Parameter Sensitivity Analysis 

5.2.7.1 Introduction 

Before attempting to optimise the parameters it is important to know which 
ones have the most effect on the alert rate and how related parameters 
depend on each other.  This allows effort to be directed appropriately during 
optimisation and helps to ensure that inconsistent or redundant parameter 
values are not used. 

Parameter sensitivity analysis usually only needs to be performed once for a 
system since the sensitivity will not normally change.  It may therefore not be 
necessary for an analysis to be performed before the optimisation of systems 
which have already been implemented at other ATS units. 

5.2.7.2 Method 

The first step in parameter sensitivity analysis is to pass appropriate 
surveillance data through the STCA computer model, using the agreed base-
line parameter set.  The alert rates produced by this parameter set provide a 
reference level against which all future results may be compared. 

Parameters may then be varied in turn to determine their effect on the alert 
rate.  Parameters should normally only be varied within ranges which are 
consistent with the theoretical considerations discussed above. 

The size of the increments over which each parameter is altered will initially be 
rather arbitrary, although the following factors may be taken into account: 

• The time available for the task.  It is better to try large increments first 
in order to discover where the greatest areas of alert change are.  
These areas of change may then be “filled in” by using smaller 
increments. 

• Small increments are only needed around the area in which the 
optimum is believed to exist. 

As well as changing the values of each parameter in turn, it is also necessary 
to examine the effect of varying combinations of related parameters.  
Appropriate groups of parameters should be determined from the specification 
for each individual system. 

When the model has been used with all the proposed parameter sets the 
resulting alert rates need to be examined and compared.  Graphs of alert rates 
for varying parameters may prove to be as, or more, useful than tables of 
results.  It may be helpful if the graphs for groups of related parameters are 
superimposed. 
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5.2.7.3 Aspects of Graphs for Consideration 
5.2.7.3.1 Graph Shape 

The alert rate may increase or decrease as the parameter value is increased.  
Alternatively the rate may be unaffected by changes in a particular parameter.  
This could indicate that the parameter under consideration is redundant given 
the other parameter values chosen or that the data sample does not test the 
relevant algorithm properly.  

5.2.7.3.2 Gradient 

The gradient of the graph indicates the sensitivity of the alert rate to changes 
of the parameter.   

Measuring the gradient is easy for graphs with a constant slope.  Where the 
slope is constantly changing, the gradient should be measured at significant 
points only, such as when the slope is at its maximum value or after a gradient 
change.  Reasons for the changes in gradient should be sought.  This 
information may, by itself, be sufficient to derive potentially optimal parameter 
values; however, any such values should, of course, be thoroughly checked 
during the optimisation process. 

Parameter variations which produce a graph that changes its slope (especially 
those which change direction) must be investigated thoroughly.  A change of 
slope could indicate that the parameter has a dual action or that it is used in 
different parts of STCA.  A change of slope could also indicate that the alert 
output includes possible errors - for example, a single continuous alert might 
be divided into two short alerts.  Investigating such slope changes may require 
considerable effort and a detailed inspection of system debug information. 

5.2.7.3.3 Superimposed Graphs for Different Parameters 

In some circumstances it may be useful to superimpose graphs to check for 
parameter interdependence.  If the graphs of alert rate against a parameter 
value have different shapes for different values of a second parameter this 
could indicate that the parameters are interdependent.  This would normally 
mean that the total alert rate change arising from the combined parameter 
change is different from the sum of the alert rate changes arising from the 
individual parameter changes. 

It may be the case that one parameter will not affect the alert rate until a 
certain threshold value of the other related parameter has been reached.  

Superimposed graphs may also show variations in the sensitivity of the alert 
rate to a parameter.  A large difference in alert rate between similarly shaped 
graphs indicates that the alert rate is particularly sensitive to the parameter 
being varied to produce the different graphs. 

5.2.7.3.4 Regional Variation in Parameter Action 

Where parameters have different values in different region types it may be 
useful to compare the graphs from the different region types. 

5.2.7.3.5 Comparison of Graphs 

The parameter sensitivity data obtained from the graphs provides a means of 
prioritising the parameters for the main optimisation.  However, since different 
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parameters have different units it is not always possible to compare like with 
like when comparing graphs.  This is particularly true when comparing vertical 
parameters with lateral ones.  It is therefore more useful to consider parameter 
sensitivities in terms of the proportion of the change in alert rate that is 
produced by varying each parameter over the total viable range of values for 
that parameter. 

The shape of the graphs is likely to be a useful guide to the relative importance 
of different parameters.  Parameters which produce exponential graphs tend to 
be of more importance (for optimisation purposes) than those which produce 
linear graphs. 

5.2.7.4 Parameter Interdependencies 

Parameter sensitivity analysis is also intended to indicate those parameters 
which are interdependent.  A simple example of parameter interdependence is 
that which exists between a fine filter parameter and the corresponding (and 
preceding) coarse filter parameter.  The value of the fine filter parameter must 
be more restrictive than the value of the coarse filter parameter; otherwise the 
fine filter parameter is redundant (see Part A for further information on the 
roles of coarse and fine filters). 

Parameter interdependencies can be used to supplement the external 
constraints in determining the viable ranges over which individual parameters 
should be optimised.  Examination of the parameter interdependencies may 
also indicate inconsistencies in the STCA algorithms themselves. 

5.2.7.5 Results 

When the parameter sensitivity analysis has been completed the following 
information should be available: 

• A list of the most important parameters in terms of their effect on the 
alert rate.  This gives a priority order for examining the parameters 
during optimisation. 

• Hypotheses on optimal values for certain parameters.  These may 
result in changes to the initial parameter set prior to the optimisation. 

• Ranges for all the parameter values which ensure that external 
constraints and parameter interdependencies have been taken into 
account.  In practice this means determining upper and lower bounds 
for each parameter, either in absolute terms or in terms of other 
parameter values.  This minimises the risk that inconsistent or 
redundant parameter values will be set. 

• An estimate of regional variations in parameter values (if appropriate). 

5.3 Baseline Results 

Once theoretical values have been determined for each parameter, the 
parameter set should be run against the sample test data.  This produces a set 
of results to be used as the baseline for the parameter optimisation process. 
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When optimisations are being performed on STCA which are already in 
operation, the operational parameter set should normally be used to produce 
the baseline results. 

5.4 Optimisation Process 

5.4.1 Procedure 

The parameter optimisation process is undertaken at least twice - first with the 
sample data and then with the specially selected serious scenarios.  The 
process used for each set of data is outlined in Figure 5-2. 

Where region types have been defined, optimisation should initially be 
performed for each region individually.  However, region types cannot be 
considered in total isolation from each other since it may be that individual 
regions have not been optimally defined.  This would lead to inappropriate 
parameter sets being used in certain areas and thus an incorrect set of 
“optimised” parameters.  The correct definition of the individual regions must 
therefore also be considered along with the parameters. 

Within each region type, effort should be concentrated on one filter at a time 
when multiple-filter functions are being considered.  However, it is probably 
inadvisable to disable the other filters since then the parameters could be 
optimised for inappropriate scenarios. 

Once a region type and filter have been selected, the iterative process of 
modifying parameters (and possibly region boundaries), running the new 
parameter set against the data and determining the results for individual 
filter/region type/parameter set combinations begins. 

Precise instructions cannot be given for this process since its size and 
complexity will vary considerably between different systems, or even different 
optimisations of the same function.  The efficient and effective optimisation of 
STCA is dependent on the analysis team’s skill and knowledge of the system 
under examination. 

The way in which the results from individual filter/region type/parameter set 
combinations are scored will be largely dependent on the specific 
implementation under examination.  However, the basic purpose of a scoring 
system is to assess the relative performance of each parameter set against 
targets. 

It will not normally be possible to examine all the possible combinations of 
parameter values, or even all the viable combinations.  The parameter 
sensitivity analysis results combined with the expertise of the analysis team 
are crucial in determining which combinations should be examined and which 
may be ignored. 

The iterative optimisation process should be performed for all filters and region 
types.  Any changes to region boundaries should be tested for impact on the 
other region type(s) which have gained or lost volumes of airspace. 

When all the iterations have been performed, the values for the Performance 
Indicators should be determined for the parameter set / data set combination. 
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5.4.2 Optimise for Sample Data 

The system is initially optimised for the sample test data set.  This should 
produce a parameter set which provides acceptable system performance in 
normal circumstances (according to the target performance requirements). 

5.4.3 Optimise for Serious Scenarios 

The optimised system should then be tested against a set of serious incidents, 
to ensure that all such scenarios lead to an alert and that, where possible, the 
warning times provided are adequate. 

If the parameter set does not need to be re-optimised for the serious 
scenarios, it is suitable for use in an operational trial.  However, if the 
parameter set does need to be re-optimised for the serious scenarios it must 
then be re-tested against the sample data. 

5.4.4 Test Against Sample Data 

In theory, the parameter set which has been optimised for the serious 
scenarios should give the same or a lower level of performance when tested 
against the sample data than the parameter set which was optimised for the 
sample data.  (If it gives improved performance, the original optimisation for 
the sample data was incorrect.) 

If the revised parameter set gives the same level of performance, it can be 
adopted for use in the operational trial.  If it gives a lower level of performance 
then further re-optimisation may be necessary.  It may be that no one 
parameter set can give optimal results for both data sets.  In this case some 
degree of compromise is necessary.  The serious incidents should all be 
alerted but it may be that some degree of flexibility must be given to the 
warning times in some cases.  Nuisance alert rates for the sample data may 
have to be allowed to increase above the minimum achievable values in order 
to alert all the serious scenarios. 

5.4.5 Operational Trial  

When STCA has been optimised and tested off-line it should be subjected to 
an operational trial in the “live” ATC environment before being declared fully 
operational.  This is because of the risk that an off-line optimisation could miss 
“real world” problems.  The steps involved in an Operational Trial are outlined 
in Figure 5-3. 

An operational trial also gives controllers the opportunity to make comments 
which can be incorporated into the “final” system and should, therefore, help to 
develop confidence in the system.  The operational trial presents a suitable 
opportunity for the system objectives to be explained to the controllers.  If 
controllers are not aware of the objectives, and limitations, of the system then 
their participation in the trial will be of limited value. 

An operational trial would normally perform the following functions: 

• ensure STCA functions correctly in the operational environment 

• test STCA under a variety of conditions, such as traffic levels and 
weather 
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• provide information on STCA to controllers 

• enable feedback from controllers on STCA 

An operational trial will also provide information on the controllers’ perception 
of the nuisance alert rate.  This is vital since an excessive number of nuisance 
alerts will lessen the impact of genuine alerts and thus reduce the potential 
effectiveness of STCA.  An acceptable nuisance alert rate can only truly be 
determined by operational experience. 

The operational trial may highlight problems requiring further revision of the 
parameter set.  This will involve the repetition of some tasks for the previous 
phases of the optimisation.  If possible, the data from the operational trial 
period should be available so that proposed solutions can be tested on the 
scenarios which revealed the problems.  Revised parameter sets should again 
be run against the serious scenarios data set. 

5.5 Operational Monitoring 

Traffic patterns, airspace design, SSR allocations and ATC practice all change 
with time.  These factors have a bearing on the “optimum” parameter set for 
STCA.  Parameter optimisation should, therefore, be regarded as a continuing 
process which does not necessarily cease once the system goes operational.  
The performance of the system should be kept under review and the optimal 
parameter set checked from time to time.  It is also important to establish 
operational monitoring procedures so that technical problems may be detected 
as early as possible. 
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6. GUIDELINES FOR RECORDING STCA DATA 

6.1 Introduction 

When discussing data recording, it is essential to distinguish between data 
that is recorded routinely, such as for system monitoring or legal replay, and 
data that is recorded only on occasion, such as for system verification. 

The quantity of data that is required for full system verification is often very 
much bigger than is recorded during normal ATC operation; otherwise the 
data recording media would fill too rapidly. 

This section should be viewed as guidance only. The material is intended to 
give an indication as to the type and detail of data that is required for full 
system verification. Clearly, certain data items will not be relevant to all STCA 
systems. 

6.2 Routine Data Recording 

In most ATC systems, data such as surveillance plots, system tracks, alerts 
messages, flight plan data and controller inputs on the display are 
continuously recorded to allow a legal replay, if required at a later date.  

The STCA data that is recorded routinely generally includes the alert 
messages and may also include STCA status (or alive, or heartbeat) 
messages. Other information related to STCA may also be routinely recorded, 
such a flight plan data, region activations/deactivations and QNH. 

6.3 Occasional Data Recording 

Data that is recorded for system verification should include not only the alert 
messages but also the data values and flags throughout the complete logical 
chain. In this case, the recorded STCA data must contain sufficient information 
and must be precise enough to allow the correct functioning of STCA to be 
verified. 

If a test STCA system is used for parameter optimisation then at the very 
least, the STCA alerts must be recorded. However, it is often valuable to be 
able to analyse individual alerts in detail, in which case the full internal data 
values and flags can prove very informative 

In this section, an item of recorded data is defined either as required or as 
desirable. Required items are essential to allow a basic analysis of STCA 
functioning, whilst desirable items of data may provide further valuable details. 

Much of the STCA recorded data is related to specific track pairs. Each track 
pair contains the 3D state vector (X, Y, Z, VX, VY, VZ) of a pair of system 
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tracks. The pairs are recognised by the coarse filter and processed by the 
subsequent fine filters and may give rise to an alert. Therefore, the recorded 
data must include the track data that constitutes a pair.   

Recorded data may be grouped as follows: 

• Environment data (desirable, but may be obtained from elsewhere) 

• All system tracks available to STCA (desirable, but bulky) 

• Track pairs that have passed the coarse filter (required) 

• Values calculated for the pair before or during the fine filters (required) 

• Flags and results of fine filters (required) 

• Alert messages (required) 

• Additional information such as region activation or QNH (required) 

To conserve space, the data is best recorded in a binary format. The data will 
almost inevitably be recorded in time order. However, the format must allow 
information to be extracted on the basis of aircraft pairs (using a pair reference 
number), so that the inputs to STCA and the STCA functioning and output can 
be analysed on a pair by pair basis.   

It is also useful to be able to select which data items will be recorded. For 
example, recording all the system tracks will take up a large amount of file 
space and is unlikely to be required once the STCA coarse filter has been 
verified. 

6.3.1 Environment Data 

It is convenient to include all relevant environment data at the start of the data 
recording. This data should include STCA parameters, STCA regions, as well 
as any other items related to STCA processing such as QNH regions or region 
activation status, if in use. 

Without this information in the file, it may be difficult to establish the 
environment data in use at the time of the recording.  

6.4 System Tracks 

Despite its inevitable size, it is sometimes desirable to record all the system 
tracks that are presented to STCA. This would allow the correct functioning of 
the coarse filter to be tested, and could allow track pairs that have not passed 
the coarse filter to be examined. 
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6.5 Track Pairs 

All the track pairs that have passed the coarse filter are required in the 
recorded data file. The track pair data must include all the track information 
relevant to STCA in sufficient precision to allow a full analysis of the pair 
situation. 

The information required for each track is listed below: 

• System track number 

• System track eligibility information 

• 3D state vector (X, Y, Z, VX, VY, VZ) 

• Turn direction and rate, if used by STCA 

• Any track age or track quality information used by STCA 

• Pertinent data from the flight plan such as RVSM status and/or the cleared 
flight level or block flight levels, if used. 

6.6 Values Calculated before or during the execution of the Fine 
Filters (for potentially conflicting pairs) 

The values calculated before or during the fine filters should be sufficient to 
allow the STCA processing to be properly examined. The information should 
include: 

• The pair reference (indicating the track numbers involved in the pair) 

• The region number for each track 

• The parameter group for the pair 

• The current lateral separation of the tracks, L 

• The current vertical separation of the tracks, dZ 

• The ATC vertical separation rule to be applied (1000ft or 2000ft)  

• The predicted lateral miss distance (by linear prediction, if computed) 

• The start and end times of the lateral violation, TLS and TLE (if computed) 

• The start and end times of the vertical violation, TVS and TVE (if 
computed) 

• The overall time of violation, TOV 
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Other information should be included, if it is relevant to the particular STCA 
system. e.g.: 

• The relative velocity of the tracks 

• The converging or diverging speed of the tracks 

• The relative vertical rate of the tracks 

• The minimum separation achieved by the predicted turn as calculated by 
the turning prediction filter 

• The time of violation, TPTOV, as calculated by the turning prediction filter 

All the values must be recorded with sufficient precision to allow a proper 
analysis to be done. Precision of at least 0.01NM, 1ft, 1knot, 0.1ft/sec and 
0.1seconds is recommended. 

6.7 Flags and Fine Filter Results 

Flags are the true or false results of essential tests in the STCA system. They 
allow the user to follow the logic of the STCA processing and to see the 
reason why there was or was not a conflict for a particular pair. 

Depending on the features of the STCA system, the flags required in the data 
file may include: 

 

Flags before the Fine Filters: 

• Track pair is in an exclusion region 

• Track pair is eligible for STCA processing (or reasons for non-eligibility) 

• Coarse filter passed 

• Pair is laterally fast diverging 

• Pair is vertically fast diverging 

 

Linear Prediction Filter Flags: 

• Linear prediction filter called 

• Lateral miss distance within LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 
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• Lateral violation within LinearPredictionTime[n] 

• A vertical violation is predicted 

• Vertical violation is within LinearPredictionTime[n] 

• Lateral and vertical violation intervals overlap 

• Linear prediction filter conflict hit detected 

 

Current Proximity Filter Flags 

• Current proximity filter called 

• Tracks within CurrentProximityLateralSeparation[n] 

• Tracks within CurrentProximityVerticalSeparation[n] 

• Current proximity filter conflict hit detected on this cycle 

 

Turning Prediction Filter Flags 

• Turning prediction filter called 

• A vertical violation is predicted 

• At least one track is turning 

• Predicted lateral separation < TurningPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 

• Lateral violation is within the vertical violation time 

• Turning prediction filter result 

 

Linear Prediction Filter Alert Confirmation Flags 

• Conflict is imminent - time of violation, TOV, is within 
LinearPredictionImminentTime[n] 

• Count of conflict hits is sufficient (>= LinearPredictionConflictCount[n]) 

• Time of violation, TOV, is within LinearPredictionWarningTime[n] 

• There is time for a standard single level off manoeuvre 
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• There is time for a standard double level off  manoeuvre 

• The is time for a standard turn 

• Linear prediction filter alert confirmed 

 

Current Proximity Filter Alert Confirmation Flags 

• Count of conflict hits is sufficient (>= CurrentProximityConflictCount[n]) 

• Safe crossing situation 

• Current proximity filter alert confirmed 

 

Turning Prediction Filter Alert Confirmation Flags 

• Conflict is imminent - time of violation, TPTOV, is within 
TurningPredictionImminentTime[n] 

• Count of conflict hits is sufficient (>= TurningPredictionConflictCount[n]) 

• Time of violation, TPTOV, is within TurningPredictionWarningTime[n] 

• Turning prediction filter alert confirmed 

6.8 Alert Messages 

An STCA alert message must be included in the recorded data for each cycle 
that an alert is in progress. The information required is: 

• The pair reference number 

• Both system track numbers 

• Any other information relevant to the alert 

6.9 Additional Information 

This data will depend on the particular STCA system, but may contain 

• Changes to the QNH and/or the transition level 

• Changes in the status of an STCA region 
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7. TEST SCENARIOS FOR STCA 

7.1 Purpose of these Scenarios 

The purpose of this section is twofold: 

• To provide a description of simulated scenarios that could be used to test 
the alerting performance of an STCA system. 

• To demonstrate the variety of types of situation for which STCA is 
expected to perform. 

Each test scenario indicates a target result, assuming that the reference STCA 
system is used with given parameter values. However, in practice, the result of 
each scenario will depend upon the chosen STCA parameter values and the 
capabilities of the particular STCA system. Therefore, only some of the 
scenarios presented here might be valid for the STCA system under test. In 
practice, some may require minor modification, or extra scenarios are likely to 
be required to test specific elements of the STCA system. 

The test scenarios are useful to demonstrate the variety of mid-air situations 
that can occur between aircraft. It is not desirable to improve the alerting 
performance for one type of situation at the expense of the performance in 
other situations. Therefore, as part of the parameter optimisation process, the 
different types of situation must be properly considered. 

7.2 The test scenario situation pictures 

Each set of test scenario includes a situation picture. This picture comprises a 
lateral situation picture, a vertical situation picture and a brief description of the 
encounter. 

The lateral situation picture presents a plan view of the situation. The vertical 
situation picture presents a vertical profile of the situation, with the flight level 
plotted on the y-axis against time on the x-axis. The times at which significant 
events occur may also be shown on the pictures. 

The description box serves to explain what is shown in the lateral and vertical 
situation pictures. In the more complex test scenarios, the exact geometry of 
the aircraft is described under the heading “aircraft geometry”.  

7.3 Derivation of the Performance Targets 

The performance targets were derived by using the appropriate equations of 
assumed motion (straight-line equations, where the aircraft were on straight 
courses, and circular equations where the aircraft were turning). The expected 
time of the alert was then calculated using the parameter values at the 
narrowest end of the recommended range, and taking full account of the delay 
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that might be added by the alert confirmation stage, including conflict counts 
and other delay mechanisms. 

Where the aircraft are in vertical transition, the flight level at the target time 
has been given. This may be a convenient way of checking the timing of the 
alert on an ATC display. 

7.4 List of Performance Scenarios 

Simultaneous lateral and vertical convergence. 

Aircraft converging laterally at the same flight level.  

Departure from Flight Level Situation - 1000ft. 

Departure from Flight Level Situation - 2000ft.  

Aircraft laterally slow closing on the same flight level. 

An aircraft levels off at an occupied level (optional input of CFL).  

Aircraft climbing and converging vertically. 

Aircraft proceeds out of exclusion region into imminent conflict. 

One aircraft turning towards another into conflict 

 Two aircraft turning towards each other into conflict 

Aircraft cross laterally then cross vertically. 
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7.5 Simultaneous Lateral and Vertical Convergence 

7.5.1 Objective 

The objective of this scenario is to test STCA performance in the very simple 
case of simultaneous lateral and vertical convergence. 

7.5.2 Aircraft Location and Geometry 

The scenario is set in en route airspace where straight courses are more 
common than in the TMA. The simulated aircraft are arranged to collide at 
time t, 120 seconds after the start of the scenario at a point given by X=0, 
Y=0. Aircraft 1 climbs from FL320 at 1500ft/min and aircraft 2 descends from 
FL380 at 1500ft/min, to meet at FL350 at time t. 

 

 Aircraft 1 Aircraft 2 
Relative start X position/ NM -10.0 0 
Relative start Y position/ NM 0 -10.0 
Track Speed / knots 300 300 
Track Angle / degrees 90 0 
Initial Flight Level 320 380 
Initial Climb Rate ft/min 1500 -1500 

 

7.5.3 Target Result 

The STCA alert should be displayed at least 50 seconds before the collision 
time t. That is, before the track labels show aircraft 1 at FL338 and aircraft 2 at 
FL362. Ideally, the warning time achieved before collision would be 60 
seconds or more.  

7.5.4 Significant Parameters 

The exact timing of any STCA alert will depend on the following parameters: 

LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 

LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n] 

LinearPredictionWarningTime[n] 

LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] 

Also, “Time for standard manoeuvre” parameters, if used. 
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Situation Picture 
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The situation is one in 
which two aircraft converge 
to be in simultaneous lateral 
and vertical conflict at time 
t, 120 seconds after the 
start of the scenario. 
 
Both aircraft are in en route 
airspace, and are fully 
eligible for STCA 
processing. 
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7.6 Aircraft Converging Laterally at Same Flight Level 

7.6.1 Objective 

The objective of this scenario is to test STCA performance when two aircraft at 
the same flight level are converging laterally. 

7.6.2 Aircraft Location and Geometry 

The scenario is set in en route airspace where straight courses and level flight 
are more common than in the TMA. The simulated aircraft are arranged to 
collide at time t, 120 seconds after the start of the scenario at a point given by 
X=0, Y=0. Both aircraft are level at FL350. 

 

 Aircraft 1 Aircraft 2 
Relative start X position/ NM 0 13.0 
Relative start Y position/ NM -15 7.5 
Track Speed / knots 450 450 
Track Angle / degrees 0 240 
Flight Level 350 350 

 

7.6.3 Target Result 

The STCA alert should be displayed at least 50 seconds before the collision 
time t. That is, before the lateral separation of the aircraft has reduced to 
10.8NM. However, ideally, in situations where aircraft are at the same flight 
level, a warning time (before collision) of significantly more than 60 seconds is 
desirable. 

7.6.4 Significant Parameters 

The exact timing of any STCA alert will depend on the following parameters: 

LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 

LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n] 

LinearPredictionWarningTime[n] 

LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] 

Also, “Time for standard turn” parameters, if used. 
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Situation Picture 
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7.7 Departure from Flight Level - 1000ft ATC Vertical Separation 

7.7.1 Objective 

The objective of this scenario is to assess the performance of STCA when one 
aircraft rapidly departs from one flight level towards another occupied level 
1000ft away and into serious conflict. 

The “departure from flight level” situation is one for which only a very short 
warning time is available. Therefore it is essential that STCA alerts as soon as 
the track data indicates a descent towards the next flight level. 

7.7.2 Aircraft Location and Geometry 

The scenario may be set in any location (en route, TMA, stack) where 1000ft 
ATC vertical separation applies. The aircraft remain in close lateral proximity 
(within LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] and 
CurrentProximityLateralSeparation[n]), They are initially separated by 
1000ft vertically. At some time, aircraft 1 descends at 1500 ft/min towards 
aircraft 2. 

7.7.3 Target Result 

Because of the very limited available warning time, STCA must alert as soon 
as the tracker indicates a vertical manoeuvre towards the next flight level. 

Failure to achieve a rapid STCA alert, suggests that the parameters are not 
properly tuned to take this type of situation into account. A delayed alert may 
also indicate that the vertical tracker is not optimised to follow such a 
manoeuvre. 

7.7.4 Significant Parameters 

The following parameters are significant to STCA performance in this 
scenario: 

LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n,1000] 

LinearPredictionImminentTime[n] 

LinearPredictionConflictCount[n]  
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Situation Picture 

 

Lateral Situation     Description 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vertical Situation 
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Time 

1000 ft. 

Aircraft 1 

Aircraft 2 

 
The scenario is set in a 
location where 1000ft ATC 
vertical separation applies. 
The aircraft remain in close 
lateral proximity (within 
LinearPredictionLateral 
Separation[n] and 
CurrentProximityLateral 
Separation[n]),  
 
They are initially separated 
by 1000ft vertically. At 
some time, aircraft 1 
descends at 1500 ft/min 
towards aircraft 2. 
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7.8 Departure from Flight Level - 2000ft ATC Vertical Separation 

7.8.1 Objective 

The objective of this scenario is to assess the performance of STCA when one 
aircraft rapidly departs from one flight level towards another occupied level 
2000ft away and into serious conflict. 

The “departure from flight level” situation is one for which only a very short 
warning time is available. Therefore it is essential that STCA alerts as soon as 
the track data indicates a descent towards the next flight level. 

7.8.2 Aircraft Location and Geometry 

The scenario is best set in en route airspace where 2000ft ATC vertical 
separation applies. The aircraft remain in close lateral proximity (within 
LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] and 
CurrentProximityLateralSeparation[n]), They are initially separated by 
2000ft vertically. At some time, aircraft 1 descends at 1500 ft/min towards 
aircraft 2. 

7.8.3 Target Result 

Because of the very limited available warning time, STCA must alert as soon 
as the tracker indicates a vertical manoeuvre towards the next flight level. 

Failure to achieve a rapid STCA alert, suggests that the parameters are not 
properly tuned to take this type of situation into account. A delayed alert may 
also indicate that the vertical tracker is not optimised to follow such a 
manoeuvre. 

7.8.4 Significant Parameters 

The following parameters are significant to STCA performance in this 
scenario: 

LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n,2000] 

LinearPredictionImminentTime[n] 

LinearPredictionConflictCount[n]  
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Situation Picture 

 

Lateral Situation     Description 
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2000 ft. 

Aircraft 1 

Aircraft 2 

 
The scenario is set in en 
route airspace where 2000ft 
ATC vertical separation 
applies. The aircraft remain 
in close lateral proximity 
(within 
LinearPredictionLateral 
Separation[n] and 
CurrentProximityLateral 
Separation[n]),  
 
They are initially separated 
by 2000ft vertically. At 
some time, aircraft 1 
descends at 1500 ft/min 
towards aircraft 2. 
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7.9  Aircraft Laterally Slow Closing on Same Flight Level   

7.9.1 Objective 

Aircraft in en route airspace are frequently set on parallel (or almost parallel) 
headings. This can cause some nuisance alerts, particularly if the aircraft are 
close to the allowed ATC lateral separation standard. The objective of this test 
is to ensure that, in such cases, STCA provides an alert only after some 
erosion of the ATC separation standard has occurred. 

7.9.2 Aircraft Location and Geometry 

Aircraft 1 and 2 are level at the same flight level, in en route airspace. The 
lateral state of the aircraft is specified in the table below: 

 Aircraft 1 Aircraft 2 
Relative start X position/ NM 0 0 
Relative start Y position/ NM 0 -5.0 
Track Speed / knots 450 450 
Track Angle / degrees 90 87 

 

With the given speeds and headings, the table below provides the expected 
times of infringing various lateral separation thresholds: 

 

Aircraft Separation / 
NM 

Time from Scenario Start / 
seconds 

5.0 0 seconds 

4.5 77 seconds 

4.0 153 seconds 

3.5 230 seconds 

3.0 306 seconds 

2.5 383 seconds 

 

7.9.3 Target Results 

With such a small rate of convergence, the STCA system must not alert before 
the 5NM ATC separation standard has been infringed. Ideally, in this case, the 
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STCA system will allow a small infringement of 4.5 NM, before producing an 
alarm. 

7.9.4 Significant Parameters 

The following parameters are significant to this scenario: 

LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 

LinearPedictionWarningTime[n]  

LinearPedictionConflictCount[n] 

CurrentProximityLateralSeparation[n] 

CurrentProximityConflictCount[n] 
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Situation Picture 

 

 Lateral Situation           Description 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vertical Situation 
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Time 

5.0 NM 

Both aircraft are level at the 
same flight level. The 
aircraft close very slowly 
laterally, such that their 
closing rate is at about 1NM 
every 150 seconds. 
 
Both aircraft are in en route 
airspace throughout the 
encounter. 
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7.10 An Aircraft Levels off at an Occupied Level (Optional Input of CFL) 

7.10.1 Objective 

The objective of these tests is twofold: 

Without CFL input, STCA can alert soon after the aircraft has levelled off at 
the occupied flight level.  

With CFL input; The CFL is correctly used for the calculation of the vertical 
violation interval in the linear prediction filter and leads to an alert well before 
level off at the occupied level. 

7.10.2 Aircraft Location and Geometry 

The scenario is set in TMA airspace below FL290, where 1000ft ATC vertical 
separation applies.  

The geometry of the situation is arranged so that the lateral violation is 
predicted to be over before the vertical violation. The input of a CFL (FL 150) 
for one of the aircraft will increase the vertical violation interval and result in an 
STCA alert before the level-off. Otherwise, the STCA alert should occur soon 
after the level off. 

Aircraft 1 climbs immediately from FL140 to FL150 at a rate of 2000ft/min. 
Aircraft 2 maintains FL150. 

 

 Aircraft 1 Aircraft 2 
Relative start X position/ NM 0 +2.63 
Relative start Y position/ NM 0 -6.4 
Track Speed / knots 300 300 
Track Angle / degrees 90 45 
Initial Flight Level 140 150 
Initial Climb Rate ft/min 2000 0 
End Flight Level 150 150 

 

7.10.3 Target Result 

With no CFL input, the STCA system must alert within 3 cycles of aircraft 1 
levelling off. 

With CFL used by the STCA and with a CFL of 150 input for aircraft 1, it 
should be possible and is desirable for the STCA system to alert before the 
aircraft levels off.  
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7.10.4 Significant Parameters 

The following parameters are significant to this scenario: 

UseCFLFlag[n]  

LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 

LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n,1000] 

LinearPedictionWarningTime[n]  

LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] 
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Situation Picture 

Lateral Situation    Description
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The scenario is set in TMA 
airspace below FL290, 
where 1000ft ATC vertical 
separation applies.  
 
Aircraft 1 climbs 
immediately from FL140 to 
FL150 at a rate of 
2000ft/min. Aircraft 2 
maintains FL150. 
 

Aircraft 1 

Aircraft 1 

Aircraft 2 

Aircraft 2

0,0 

+2.63 
-6.4 

Time 
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7.11 Aircraft Climbing and Converging Vertically 

7.11.1 Objective 

The objective of this scenario is to test STCA performance when both aircraft 
are climbing and are also converging vertically into conflict. 

7.11.2 Aircraft Location and Geometry 

The scenario is set in en route airspace where straight courses are more usual 
than in the TMA. The airspace must be non-RVSM where 2000ft ATC vertical 
separation applies.  

The aircraft are very close laterally and remain in permanent lateral violation. 

The vertical characteristics of the situation are given in the table below:  

 Aircraft 1 Aircraft 2 
Initial Flight Level 410 450 
Initial Climb Rate ft/min 2000 750 

 

No cleared flight levels are used. 

7.11.3 Target Result 

STCA must alert at least 122 seconds before the predicted co-altitude of the 
tracks (i.e. before 70 seconds into the scenario). In flight level terms, the alert 
must be given before aircraft 1 reaches FL434 and aircraft 2 reaches FL459. 

7.11.4 Significant Parameters 

The following parameters are significant to this scenario: 

LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n,2000] 

LinearPedictionWarningTime[n]  

LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] 

If used, “Time for level off” parameters. 
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Situation Picture 

Lateral Situation    Description

 
The scenario is set in en 
route airspace where 
straight courses are more 
usual than in the TMA. 
2000ft ATC vertical 
separation applies.  
 
The aircraft are very close 
laterally and remain in 
permanent lateral violation. 
 
Aircraft 1 climbs from 
FL410 at 2000 ft/min. 
Aircraft 2 climbs from 
FL450 at 750 ft/min.  
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7.12 Aircraft proceeds out of Exclusion Region into Imminent Conflict 

7.12.1 Objective 

The objective of this scenario is to test whether STCA generates an alert as 
soon as an aircraft emerges from an exclusion region into imminent conflict.   

7.12.2 Aircraft Location and Geometry 

This scenario may be located in the TMA or in en route airspace. Aircraft 1 
remains in a non-exclusion region. Aircraft 2 starts in an exclusion region, but 
then proceeds out of the exclusion region into imminent conflict with aircraft 1. 

The aircraft remain on the same flight level throughout the scenario. 

The simulated aircraft are arranged to collide at time t, 120 seconds after the 
start of the scenario at a point given by X=0, Y=0. 

 Aircraft 1 Aircraft 2 
Relative start X position/ NM -10.0 0 
Relative start Y position/ NM 0 -10.0 
Track Speed / knots 300 300 
Track Angle / degrees 90 0 

 

The second aircraft emerges from the exclusion region 70 seconds into the 
scenario (50 seconds to collision). At this time, the separation between the 
aircraft has reduced to 5.9 NM and their positions are: 

 Aircraft 1 Aircraft 2 
Relative X position/ NM -4.167 0 
Relative Y position/ NM 0 -4.167 

 

7.12.3 Target Results 

The STCA alert must occur on the first cycle that the aircraft emerges from the 
exclusion region. 

7.12.4 Significant Parameters 

LinearPedictionImminentTime[n] 
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Situation Picture 

  Lateral Situation          Description
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Both aircraft are at the 
same flight level. 
 
70 seconds into the 
scenario, aircraft 2 
proceeds, out of the STCA 
exclusion region into a non-
exclusion region 
    
       =  Exclusion region 
       =  Non-exclusion region
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7.13 One aircraft turning towards another into conflict   

7.13.1 Objective 

The objective of this scenario is to test the performance of STCA when one 
aircraft turns towards another. Note that any STCA system with a turning 
prediction filter would be expected to perform significantly better in this 
scenario than one without a turning prediction filter. 

7.13.2 Aircraft Geometry 

Aircraft 1 and 2 are level at the same flight level in a TMA region. 

The lateral state of the aircraft is specified in the table below: 

 Aircraft 1 Aircraft 2 
At time = 0 

Relative start X position/ NM 0 3.2 
Relative start Y position/ NM 0 7.5 
Track Speed / knots 300 300 
Track Angle / degrees 90 180 

At time = 15 seconds 
Track Speed / knots 300 300 
Turn / deg/sec 2 deg/sec 

(left) 
0            
(no turn) 

 

Initially aircraft 1 is on heading 90 degrees and aircraft 2 is on heading 180 
degrees. At 15 seconds, aircraft 1 performs a left turn at 2 degrees/second.  

7.13.3 Target Results 

If the STCA system does not include a turning prediction filter, then an alert 
must be generated at or before 45 seconds into the scenario (at or before 30 
seconds into the turn). 

If a turning prediction filter is used under option H, an STCA alert must be 
generated on the first or second turning track update (at or before 12 seconds 
into the turn) 
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7.13.4 Significant Parameters 

The following parameters are significant to this scenario: 

For STCA systems without a turning prediction filter, 

LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 

LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] 

LinearPredictionWarningTime[n] 

LinearPredictionImminentTime[n] 

For STCA systems with the turning prediction filter, 

TurningPredictionTime [n] 

TurningPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 

TurningPredictionConflictCount[n] 

TurningPredictionWarningTime[n] 
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Situation Picture 

  Lateral Situation          Description 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time = 15 s 
Aircraft 1 

Aircraft 2 
Both aircraft are level at the 
same flight level.  
 
The precise geometry is 
defined in the table above.  
 
Fifteen seconds into the 
encounter, aircraft 1 
performs a 2 deg/sec left 
turn, bringing the aircraft 
into conflict.  
 
Both aircraft are in a TMA 
region throughout the 
encounter. 
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7.14 Two aircraft turning towards each other into conflict 

7.14.1 Objective 

The objective of this scenario is to test the performance of STCA when two 
aircraft turn towards each other. Note that any STCA system with a turning 
prediction filter would be expected to perform significantly better in this 
scenario than one without a turning prediction filter.  

7.14.2 Aircraft Geometry 

Aircraft 1 and 2 are level at the same flight level in a TMA region. 

The lateral state of the aircraft is specified in the table below: 

 Aircraft 1 Aircraft 2 
At time = 0 

Relative start X position/ NM 0 7.25 
Relative start Y position/ NM 0 4.75 
Track Speed / knots 300 300 
Track Angle / degrees 90 270 

At time = 15 seconds 
Track Speed / knots 300 300 
Turn / deg/sec 2 deg/sec 

(left) 
2 deg 
/sec (left)    

 

Initially aircraft 1 is on heading 90 degrees and aircraft 2 is on heading 270 
degrees. At 15 seconds, both aircraft perform a left turn at 2degrees/second.  

7.14.3 Target Results 

If the STCA system does not include a turning prediction filter, then an alert 
must be generated at or before 53 seconds into the scenario (i.e. at or before 
38 seconds into the turn). 

If a turning prediction filter is used under option H, an STCA alert must be 
generated on the first or second turning track update. (i.e. at or before 12 
seconds into the turn) 

7.14.4 Significant Parameters 

The following parameters are significant to this scenario: 

For STCA systems without a turning prediction filter, 

LinearPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 
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LinearPredictionConflictCount[n] 

LinearPredictionWarningTime[n] 

LinearPredictionImminentTime[n] 

For STCA systems with the turning prediction filter, 

TurningPredictionTime [n] 

TurningPredictionLateralSeparation[n] 

TurningPredictionConflictCount[n] 

TurningPredictionWarningTime[n] 
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Situation Picture 

 

  Lateral Situation          Description 
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Time = 15 s  

Aircraft 1 

Both aircraft are level at the 
same flight level.  
 
The precise lateral 
geometry is defined in the 
table above.  
 
Fifteen seconds into the 
encounter, aircraft 1 and 2 
perform a 2 deg/sec left 
turn, bringing the aircraft 
into conflict.  
 
Both aircraft are in a TMA 
region throughout the 
encounter. 
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7.15 Aircraft Cross Laterally then Cross Vertically 

7.15.1 Objective 

The objective of this scenario is to test STCA performance when two aircraft 
cross laterally, then cross vertically. The vertical crossing is initiated when the 
aircraft are still within the lateral separation threshold. This manoeuvre quite 
frequently occurs between arrivals and departures. In this scenario it is a 
relatively safe manoeuvre because the aircraft are diverging laterally and have 
crossed by some distance, even though ATC separation minima are infringed.   

7.15.2 Aircraft Location and Geometry 

The scenario is set in the TMA where crossing arrival and departure traffic is 
relatively common. The simulated aircraft are arranged to cross 60 seconds 
after the start of the scenario at a point given by X=0, Y=0. At 80 seconds, 
after the aircraft have crossed laterally, aircraft 1 climbs from FL60 at 
1500ft/min, whilst aircraft 2 remains on FL70. At this time, the aircraft are 
diverging laterally, and separation between them is almost 1.9NM. Assuming 
that LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n] is no greater than 750 feet, the 
lateral separation when vertical infringement occurs will be at least 2.8NM. 

 

 Aircraft 1 Aircraft 2 
Relative start X position/ NM -4.0 0 
Relative start Y position/ NM 0 -4.0 
Track Speed / knots 240 240 
Track Angle / degrees 90 0 
Initial Flight Level 60 70 
Initial Climb Rate ft/min 0 0 
Climb Rate ft/min (at 80 
seconds) 

1500 0 

 

7.15.3 Target Result 

The situation is relatively safe, and no STCA alert should be generated.  

7.15.4 Significant Parameters 

The STCA result will depend on the following parameters: 

LinearPredictionLateralSeparationDiverging[n] 

LinearPredictionVerticalSeparation[n] 
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Situation Picture 

  Lateral Situation    Description 
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 t=80s 

FL70 

Time 

FL60 

Both aircraft are in the TMA 
and are eligible for STCA 
processing. 
 
Aircraft 1 is initially on FL60 
and aircraft 2 remains on 
FL70. 
 
The aircraft cross laterally 
at 60 seconds into the 
scenario. 20 seconds later, 
aircraft 1 starts a climb from 
FL60 at 1500ft/min. 

t=0s 

t = 60s
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7.16 Aircraft levelling off - 1000 ft ATC vertical separation (optional 
input of CFL) 

7.16.1 Objective 

The objective of this scenario is to test the performance of STCA when one 
aircraft is levelling off at a flight level 1000ft from a second level aircraft.  

Without CFL input: A vertical separation infringement should be predicted 
before the aircraft starts to level off. 

With CFL input: the CFL is used for vertical violation calculation. STCA should 
take the CFL into account and no alert should be generated. 

7.16.2 Aircraft location and geometry 

The scenario is set in TMA airspace below FL290, where 1000ft ATC vertical 
separation applies. 

Aircraft 1 climbs immediately from FL115 to FL140 at a rate of 1500ft / min. 
Aircraft 2 maintains FL150. 

The geometry of the situation is arranged so that the aircraft cross laterally. In 
the vertical plane, one of the aircraft is level; the other aircraft reaches the its 
CFL at 100 seconds. 

 
 Aircraft 1 Aircraft 2 

Relative start X position / NM -10 0 
Relative start Y position / NM 0 -10 
Track speed / knots 300 300 
Track angle / degrees 90 0 
Initial flight level 115 150 
Initial climb rate ft/min 1500 0 
End flight level 140 150 

7.16.3 Target results 

The input of a CFL (FL 140) for the climbing aircraft results in a prediction that 
the aircraft will remain in conformity with ATC vertical separation minimum. 

Without the CFL, STCA should predict an infringement and issue an alert 
before the start of the level off. 

7.16.4 Significant parameters 

The following parameter is significant to this scenario:    UseCFLFlag[n] 
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7.16.5 Situation picture 

Lateral situation          Description 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The scenario is set in TMA 
airspace below FL290, where 
1000ft ATC vertical separation 
applies. 
 
The aircraft cross laterally 120s 
after the start of the scenario. 
 
Aircraft 1 climbs immediately from 
FL115 to FL140 at a rate of 
1500ft/min.  
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Timet = 100s
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